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ASSISTANCE IS SUMMONED BY USE OF WIRELESS

BE

Fear Vessel It Lost
Washington, May'l. The state department here Was informed" today
from Tansui, Formosa, of the Pacific
mail line Bteamber Siberia's distress.
Consul Wililamson sent this report:
"Formosa: Government informed Siberia signalled repeatedly for aid from
latitude 22.40, longitude 111.10. Ceased
this morning. Vessels sent from
will require six hours to reach
scene near Kashois, six milea off Tai-to- .
Fear fiberia foundered."
o

ASPLUND ANSWERS QUESTIONS
Santa Fe, May 1. Chief Clerk Rupert AspliMid today answered "the
questionaire of the national commission of vocational training which is
fathering a bill in congress that provides for an annual appropriation to
each state of a sum to further indus
trial education. The New Mexico department recommends that the appropriation be given to each state In a
lump sum to be expended under the

Toklo, May 1. Wireless calls-- for
aid from the Pacific Mail steamer Sitoberia," heard on the Japanese coast
day, Indicated she was in grave peril
off the coast of Formosa. The liner
left San Francisco April 7 for Manila.
She carried 71 saloon passengers, inl
eluding Mrs. Francis Burton Harrison,
wife of the governor general of the

Philippines.
The exact nature of the accidert has
not yet been determined, nor have any
details been received here up to a late
'hour tonight.
An early wireless report said the
liner was "sinking," while a later meswas
sage conveyed the information she
southernthe
off
miles
six
"ashore"
most main land of Formosa Island.
The Japanese government dispatcha
ed the steamer Kanto Maru from
as
to the succor of the Siberia
was
Boon as the news of her trouble
received.
SibeAmong the passengers on the
of
wife
B.
Bentiers,
John
Mrs.
ria is
the new British consul aji Manila.
The Siberia left Yokohama April 27
and Nagasaki April 29 for Manila, She
had a passenger list of 71 persons in
the first cabin, about 50 in the second
and 400 In the steerage. She Is In
s
command: of Captain Zeeder and
a
At
200
men.
about
of
crew
a
late bour tonight a report was current in Tokio that Chinese pirates
may have been connected with the
cident to the liner. This fear was held
at Tai Pi Fu, the capital of Formosa,
whence it was conveyed in a cable-

row cape which forms the southern
extremeity of Formosa Island.
The British cruiser Minotaura, proceeding under all steam to the succor
of the Siberia, was reported here late
tonight to have reached the scene of
the accident. The Siberia announced
her distress to the Minotuar by wire...
less. '; ; .
Nagasaki reports ttw steamer Siberia is ashore on the Island of
details of the steamer's
plight are given, but it is known here
that she carries SO saloon passengers,
among them Mrs. Francis Burton Har
rison, wife af the governor general of
the Philippines.
Ships

Give Assistance

San Francisco, May
Mail company issued

The Pacific
the following
statement shortly before noon:
"Later advices are that the Siberia
is ashore on Satnasana island, about
20 miles off the southeast coast of For
mosa. British and Japanese cruisers
have gone to 1 it ars'stance. Th! pa
cific Mail .company has cabled the
Mitsm Bishi company of Nagasaki
to dispatch a salvage steamer imme
diately to "the scene."
The following passengers boarded
the Siberia at San Francisco for the
Orient:
For Manila W. B. Beard, George M.
Egan, Miss Eleanor Gijlespie, Arthur
Hallberg, Miss Amelia P. Klein, Howard Longs, Mrs. Jane G. Palmer, Lieu
tenant V. ISeyes, O- - C. Whitaker.
.For Hong Kong J. Donald Dem- arest, Bruce D. Ellis, Mm, Bruce D.
"'' '
gram.
Ellis, Danforth, B. Ferguson, J. S.
The gravest anxiety prevails at the
Master John Hunt, Miss Lulah
for
help Hunt,
fact that the wireless calls
Mrs.
Grace C. Lawton, Francis
Hunt,
A".
from the Siberia have ceased, A--,
H. Love, W. D. Whitteniore, Mrs. W.
at
Williamson, the American consul
D. Whittemore, Dr. Wong Him, Miffs
Tamsui, Formosa, telegraphs he fears Catherine A. Wong Him.
'.' j
this means that the vessel has gone
The following passengers boarded
down..
the Siberia at other points:
When the first wireless calls for
From Honolulu ,M rs, P. L Cherry,
was
help were heard the nearest ship
E. B. Kellam, Miss Adeliza Morton
etx hours away.
D. Murphy, Mrs.
was Murphy, Miss Frances
- The
Japanese navy department
L. B, Pierce, Henry Russell.
Inclined tonight to discredit the reFrom Yokohama J. W. Dorrls, Mrs.
ports regarding pirates, and expressed Francis B. Harrison.
the opinion that they were an outcome
From Kobe Mrs. H G, Guttridse,
a British Mis
of the "recent looting of
Harriett Guttridgl, Q, H. Gutt- '
steamer.
ridge, Mrs. D. H. Green ebauni. Miss
The first 'wireless message regarding Katie Dukes, JVlrs. M. Bremer.
the disaster was received direct from
From Nagasaki Mt. 'and Mi's. W.
the Siberia early this morning at the H. Richardson. " '
The officers of the Siberia are:
Japanese wireless station at Osezaki,
off the coast of Jiuahiu Island. It con- Captain Adrian Zeeder,' First Officer
veyed the news that the steamer had T. Elan, Second Officer H. Kirst, Third
met with an accident and was in dis Officer IL Story, Fourth Officer T. W.
tress. This messasre was mutilated Bond, Fifth Officer A. TV Burwson,
and no further definite information Purser P., C Charman, Surgeon S. P.
could be cleaned from it The plight Strange, Chief engineer j. S. Hamilton
of the Siberia was communicated ' by First Assistant Engineer J. Fatulich
wireless although the sterfmer Minne Second Assistant Engineer E. Van
sota of the Great Northern steamship Charo, Third Assistant Engineer F.
was making her way to Nagasaki as Daveport, Electrician A. Aufort, First
well as to the British cruiser Mino Wireless Operator R. A. Gerroon, Sectaur.
ond Wireless Operator F. J. Callahan,
The position of the Siberia la given Chief Steward V. X. DeC&ro, Chief
bv wireless as longitude 121.10 east Freight Clerk R. A.' Stanton, Steerage
latitude 22.40 north. This location Is Steward 3. Cohen, Stewardesses Net
about six miles to the east of the nar- - tie Keating and Josephine Hosier.
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DECLARED TO THEY THINK :THEY WILL END
AT
HOSTILITIES BETWEEN MEXICO AND AMERICA
MEXICO
2ACATECAS,
HELD A

KUERTA

PRISONER

im

HE REPLIES,

VOaS

A

THROUGH

SPANISH

AMBASSADOR,
WILL BE RELEASED

V

that the petitions recently presented

by them to the county commissioners
of Socorro county asking for a local

option election in the towns of San
Marcial, Magdalena and Kelly, which
were rejected by the commissioners as
insufficient in law, were In every respect up to the legal requirements and
should have been granted, nepresentar
tives of the prohibition forces of the
three towns named today presented to
Judge M. C. Mechem a petition for
mandamus asking that the' commis
sioners be compelled to call elections
in the three towns according to the
original petitions which were rejected .
Judge Mechem set the case for a hear
ing tomorrow morning in the court
house here, when the commissioners
will be required to show cause why
the prayers of the petition should not
be granted,
The action for mandamus was in
stituted by Rev. Gt, C. Emmons of
Kelly, Rev. F. B. Faust of Magdalena,
and George McClellan of San Marcial,
the latter chief clerk to Superintendent Summers of the Santa Fe railroad. The plaintiffs are leading pro
hibitionists in their respective communities and are recognized as spokes
men for the dry element In those
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Major Ilolbrook, CoiamarJer, Is XL::.-:'.- :
to Copo With (he Situation Vds:nL::;.;
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Striker Tesil'ies TI::i the Guardsmen, After XT'.r.l tlh Zjz
Darning Kis Ted, Threatened l.i T.Le llh I.I.'e Cvcn
AmmoES Trjir BctercsscJJy to E;irjtL l&Lzv Vht to
1
GovernraeEt Pror:: :rs ts llzsy Trcers
an
Are Needed to Preserve Order
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ir
STATES
CITIZENS GO
WHEN HE REACHES MEXICO CITY UNITED
BACK TO WORK IN THE EL
HE WILL BE GIVEN PASSPORT
TIGRE MINING DISTRICT
TO VERA CRUZ

.

WANT LOCAL OPTION
Socorro, N. M., May 1. Alleging

ae::istice is ageeed
.'

CONSTITUTIONALISTS,
HOWEVER,
?' REFUSE TO CEASE WAR- ;
,
FARE AGAINST HUERTA,

THE PRISONER

Washington, May J. The state de-parment today exerted every means
to secure information as to the re
port that Dr, Edward Ryan, an American Red Cross offlciul, was being held
in Mexico, sentenced to be executed.
Secretary of State Bryan, just before
a conference with. President Wilson,
sent urgent telegrams to Consul Canada at Vera Cruz and the military authorities there, asking for Immediate
reports on the Ryan incident. The
secretary had already required the
Spanish, Ambassador Riano, representing the Huerta government, to
"
look out for Dr. Ryan's safety.
The Mexican government is investigating the case of Dr. Edward Ryan,
the Americaa, said to' bef 'Imprisoned
and about to be exe'ited at Zacate- cas.
It, has promised Ilia' he will be released if under detention find will be
furnished with the iri;ians to get to
Mexico City. This advice reached the
state department t'f.rmtgh ino Pra?.il-iaand Spanish .; :J

After Japanese Ships Start to the Rescue Radiograph Galls Cease
direction of the state department,
and Craft Is Believed to Have Gone Down Conflicting
coupled with a regular inspection by
federal officers who would give advice
Reports Declare the Ship "Sinking" and "Grounded"
and direction to the training.
Total Death List, If All Are Lost, Will Reach 300

.
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Mrs, Harrison, Wife of Philippine Governor
General, Is Among the Victims
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Washington, May lv After having
received a message, said to havie come
from the Huerta, government, from the
Spanish ambassador, Mr. Riano, the
South American envoya .seeking to
mediate in the Mexican crisis, entered
on their conference, today with a more
apparent confidence than ever that
their work would succeed.
Following their conference with Secretary Bryan last night, when they
were informed that General Hiuerta
bad conseuted to an ' armistice, the
Brazilian, Argentine and Chilean diplomats worked diligently on proposals
for mediation to be submitted to this
government and the Huerta regime as
the next step in the negotiations.
Representatives of the constitutionalists here insisted General Carranza's
acceptance of tho principle of the mediation would not be followed by acceptance of any armistice, and insisted the Internal
dispute In' Mexico
would be included in the negotiations
if cessation of hostilities is insisted
on In the meantime.

Trinidad, Colo., May 1. Major W.
Holbrook, commanding the United
States regulars on duty at the southern
Colorado coal fields, said today that
he had reomniended that more' troops
be sent into the district to provide
adequate protection. At union headquarters; it was announced today that
the miners were awaiting a reply to
a telegram sent to Washington last
night by union representatives in Denver. After hearing from Washington
a state meeting probably will be held
in Trinidad.
The committee of women representing the Women's Peace association of
Denver today took affidavits of numerous strikers and strikers' wives regarding the battle of Ludlow April 20.
Repeated telephone messages to
Governor Amnions failed to obtain
permission to mov'e from Ludlow and
go to the relief of the besieged min
R.
ing camp., inn Pody of
Hall, a defender of the Korjjes miue,
was firtiud late last night.
A,

t:
ir

been burning smce between 5 and (J
oclock.
The witness told of picking up th
body of his son. He said he asked th -militiamen to help him carry the body,
whereat, he tastif ied, one of them replied: "Ain't you big enough to carry
it?"
A man in citizen's clothes, who was
with the militiamen and whose nam
the witness said he would give to tho
district attorney privately, threatened
to kill him, he swore
"This man said to me, 4You
damned red neck, you ought to b
killed, and I've got a notion to do It
right now
"Then he pressed a revolver to roy
bead.
My wife jumped in front of
m.e and a man in umfrora f poke to
the other mail and 'ho didn't Pboot.
Additional Sotuicri Needed
J. Governor'
Denver, Colo,, May
Amnions today telegraphed Secrefai'.'.
of War Garrison, requiring addition
federal troops, on l4;int. Informed h:
Ma5"i' to iW JiuibrCHjl; that iin ..voui,.--'
be unable fo spare any men from his

" f
i1 a
i a e T f r r c is t
conference, ppresident Wilson and the
cabinet wefe in session considering
Trinidad, Colo., May 1. "That's
mediation problems. At the state de- right, girlie; have your big Sunday to- present command for duty in the
CONDUCTOR BOW
the day and tomorrow we'll have the northern Colorado coal fields, where
partment. Sir Cecil Spring-Rice- ,
200 militia under General Chase still
British ambassador, conferred with of- roast."
are on guard.
WAGON HOUND ficials in endeavors1 to have created a This was the
remark of a man wearA Conflicting Story
neutral zone at Tampico in order to ing a militia, uniform, on the day be
Governor Amnions' version of tha
avert damage to the stensive oil for the battle of April 20, in which
ARM JS BROKEN AND INTERNAL fields there as
a result of continued the Ludlow colony was burned, accord- Forbes battle of Wednesday, in which
INJURIES INFLICTED WHILE
nine mine employes and one striker
Mexican federals and
between
fighting
ing to the testimony of Mrs. Pearl
MAKING A COUPLING
constitutionalists.
It was stated on Jolly, before the coroner's juiy at the are known to have been killed, differ
Ham-roc- k:
good authority that this matter had Ludlow inquest today. The alleged ed from that given by Major P.
This morning about 11 o'clock at been taken up with the mediators.
Ask
to
committee.
women's
the
was
mada to a woman who
remark
Another matter said to have been had laughed at the militiamen, who ed whether he had received a direct
Wagon Mound, A. 1. Dow, a freight
conductor, running between this city taken into consideration was the fir were watching a baseball game be- request from Major Hamroek for per
and Raton on the Santa Fe railway, ing on the Ward liner Antilla at Tam- tween
to go to Forbes, the governor
strikers, Mrs. Jolly did not mission
'' '
was seriously injured when he was j pico by the constitutionalists.- said:
know the name of the man who she
T
a
and
chute
,a
coal
never
did. Tnever issued an or
It was learned that the mediators said made the statement,
caught between
AmerLatin
der
direct
to
car.. '
all
and have not since tho
the
have
.(submitted
.
,i
The witness declared that the militrouble started except on one or two
Conductro Dow was attending to a ican diplomats a resume of their work tia turned a machine
gun on the tent
cupling and: in doing so was caught so far as it has progress!. The pro- colony, and fired explosive rifle bul-let-ft or two occastors when I could not get
lold of General Chas."
.
by the chute. The cars advanced, ceedings were given, as a matter of
towns!
into the camp. She swore that
The morning of the Forbes battlo,
record in strict confidence.
breaking his arm and Injuring him
bullets
the
she had seen, and heard
the governor added, several request
TKo engine was detached
. ABOUT GUN TOTING
exploded.
were
from'
and
received from different points
Citizens
Vera
Cruz
train
Happy
attached;
ftthe
h:
''times
1.
of
Several
"May a deputy.
Santa Fe, May
during the day
,
for militia; it at it was feared a
in which Conductor Dojy, had
eabWse,'
anto
oh
while
I
went
occu
tent
1.
one
a
the
battle
from
the
With,
warden
Vera
Cruz,
pistol
,May
carry
game
been placed. A fast trip was made to
attempt was being made by the strik
duty?" la the question asked the' de
pation of Vera Cruz by American sol- other, and. I never once made my ap- ers to
was
man
divide the militia into small dethe
Las
where
injured
ton
Vegas,
Funs-toshe
shot
without
of
the
General
diers
under
at,"
pearance
being'
attorney general
Brigadier
partment
'
and attack them, and that'
tachments
Santa
Fe
It
in
the
hospital.
placed
Viaccomplished and the return to testified. "Once a bullet shot off the
day by J. C.,, Gilbert of Roswell.
was the only point from whicl
this afternoon that Mr. their
was
Forbes
declared
"the"
marstanda
was
When
heel
of
shoe.
sailors
warden
of
I
and'
vessels
my
sions of a game
facing
Dow probably would not lose his arm. ines who took &e"po'rj6 from'-th- '
Mexi- ing In my tent several bullets came a request for militia was made that
heavily armed ioacher far from any
'
where any fighting occurred.
officer of the law, arose, but Assistant
cans, questions of the 'future' are to- through, and one broke the mirror of day
General Chase was absent from hi
"'"'
to
rul
IN
attention
S.
dresser."
the
SESSION
TRAVELERS
a
ILLINOIS
General
?,
engage
Clancy
day beginning
Harry
Attorney
Mrs, Jolly gave her version of the 'headquarters here, having gone to tha
ed that the statute does not give the ' Jacksonville, III.,- May 1. Jackson- of American refugees and Mexican
to arrange for
carto
men.
welcome
a
extended'
business
the
ville
warden
big battle. She said that on the morn- Boulder countv fields
today
hearty
right
deputy game
of
militia.
At the adthe
disposition
The future policy of the Washing- ing (Monday) after tha ball game,
ry arms, but he suggests incidentally. to thei many delegatesi and visitors as6UtteJ!
was
office
it
colgeneral's
tent
to
came
jutant
four
conventhe
militiamen
debated
the
is
from
annual
ton
when
administration
for
sembled
here
being
away
that carrying a gun
ISO additional niJii,jm n
ho I
a settlement can hardly be called a tion of the Illinois division of the with much interest, Americans and ony and asked Luis Tikas (Louie the that
to
LowsvHlesent
been
the
a
djatrtet.
to
stateto
them
The
arrest,
definite
lack
Greek)
Mexicans alike
permit
Traveler's protective association.
any
law violation.
business of the convention was1 begun ment of this subject and they are all man who, she said, was not in the
Rockefeller Threatened
this afternoon and will conclude with trying to interpret from the trend of colony. Tikas asked them for a war
VERA CRUZ COST 16 DEAD
rant
to
and
demand
New
at
demurred
a
officer
the
Sev
tomorrow.
whether
York,
the
May 1. A banner hear
events
the
of
election
since
seizure,
Washington,. May 1. The latest re
of notable entertainment American occupation of Vera Crua Ib produce tha man at the order of the ing a skull and oom bone
iui' Vi r
features
eral
the
received
navy department
by
ports!
d
v
I.
rod
"No
alone.
the
Iwat"
of
honor
not.
in
or
military
caption
have
be
to
been
ij t
permanent
prepared
of the number of American casualties
"Louie
would like to t;.lk at a large inei t nt; of tiuv Arti V.u
he
said
American
the
once
convinced
If
that
visitors.
as
is
Cruz
Vera
of
at the occupation
i.
flag is to float over this city until tran- to Major Hamrock," the witness testi 1st league today, held at the luuiberry
follows:
Killed, eleven sailors, four
DEBATE
BEGINS
TOLLS
quility Is restored throughout the re- fied. "The major sent word to Louie Bend park, only a few hlocka from Uu
unidentified.
marines, one service,
to come half way to tha militia camp. Standard Oil bmldins.
Wounded, two naval officers, fifty-onWashington, May I. Debate on the public, it is virtually certain that the
Louie went to the designated spot, but
Alexander BeiknMn, the jmnl
their
will
of
Vera
Cruz
Mexicans
for
tolls
servgive
exemption
repeal of the
sailors, fourteen marines, threie
he who shot Henry C. Frlck, called tni
Hamroek was not there.
American
the
to
was
In
heartiest
coastwise
vessels
support
American
unidentified.
seventy.
Total,
ice,
They frankly admit went to the Ludlow station and met meeting to order. Mane Ganz wan
augurated in the senate today. Sena government.
n ii"i i!
the first sjtrtler Sh
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an
advocated
that
Nebraska
enjoying greater the major.
of
they
tor
Norris
NEW BANK OPENS
t
the
"After
his
to
return
more
threats
of
colony
perwhich
freedom from apprehension,
pciwi.l .l(iic
Santa Fe, May 1. The new owners amendment to the house bill
of Tikas told me that he saw two ma- - D, Rockefeller, Jr.
measure
a
and
the
sonal
to
arbitration
larger
right
liberty
submit
would
of the Ca'pital City bank took full
Mr. RockeMUr u't
States to make toll ex- prosperity with great influx of AniKr-ica- china guns near the railroad station
f,,! r .
charge today and elected the follow- of the United
!n Major Hamroek: said he jvould recall his offlens tod iV. II A fe fi
known
i
have
then
money,
they
J. B. Hem-do- emption.
ing board of directors:
even say they his soldiers if Tikas would control the although he v n v t 1 1, ba 1 ' '
Many
years.
many
N.
O.
Matron,
president;
.
rf
men in the tent colony. Tikas was on ly broken n p v t) c
to any
would cheerfully stthBc-ribO. J. Mardorff, cashier;
TEDDY COMING HOME
i tie
the way back to the tents when two ho hnd under zi m ta
would
i t
which
United
the
of
States
1
icy
Theodore
Brazil
May
J. Korber and Venceslao Jaramillo.
Manaos,
Uio shoot the ColoiTwio r
'i
'
and
were
bombs
exploded
j l
the
of
them
continuance
insure
a
J. H. Vaughn will remain temporarily noosewlt, who arrived here yesterday
'
S
"'& I
f
''
r
Mr. noc'-Cbegan.extension
the
and
ing
conditions
unpreeont
the
with the bank until Mr. Mardorff has from hi extended trip through
1
i
'
Mrs. Jolly said. Tikas wa3 not killed to her.r '
of these conditions to 'the rc--t of the
fully familiarized himself with the d
explored Interior of Brazil, left here
-f
m
20.
fil.l
h
She
of
the
hoi.el
until
April
night
steamer
Dunstan
republic.
talis. C. L. BowUls remains as assis- today on board the
I
i
'. i V
T.O
Some feitrful observers am6ng the not see the Greek's death. She said
tant cashier and Howell Ervien a.s on his way dwn the Amron river.
tnitil
'Aid
in
c.cilony
the
Un.itstayed
tetji
tlw
teller. The capitalization was ordered Mr. Roosevelt is returning trj
Ijhu
about $:30 oYloclcttfier tho
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CASE
ASKED
'

CLANCY
ATTORNEY GENERAL
THINKS SANTA FE ATTORNEY
GOT OFF EASY

;

Attorney General
Prank W. Clancy today filed In the
etate supreme court, his Wet asking
for a rehearing and reargument of
the disbarment proceedings " against
'Attorney A.' B. Renehan which had
fceea dismissed "by the supreme court.
In the seven reasons given "for a re
formation of the opinion and judgment
Of the court," the attorney general
maintains that the court overlooked
certain facta, failed) to consider other
facts In weighing the evidence, that it
Bid not consider all the evidence, that
the court "erroneously and unnecessarily" sets out "that in dealing with
others than Ms own clients, a member
of the bar ia under no greater obligation to the party with whom be
deals than a person not an attorney
would be," and that "all reference by
the court, In its opinion to the second
and third charges against defendant,
should be omitted as unnecessary," as
one had been dismissed upon demurrer and the other for lack of evidence.
The attorney general says
Santa; Fti, May 1.

bers of our profession. The very fact
that a man had been admitted to practice as an attorney and counsellor of
this court gives hira a standing and
influence in the community in which
he lives which ought to be held as imposing upon him a higher and better
standard of conduct than that which
is recognized as permissible in ordin
ary business dealings among men." He
continues: "In saying this 1 do not
ignore the fact of a great number of
decisions of courts which have held
that aggravated and serious misconduct In matters other than those between attorney and client, are not
grounds for disbarment, but I would
like to see this court, ia a new state,
unhampered by any binding precedent,
set up a higher and better standard
of conduct for the members of ita bar,
or at least to abstain from unnecessarily declaring a low one In its published opinions."
The charges were originally brought
by Attorneys George Volney Howard
and Francis C. Wilson, one count being dismissed because the chief wit
ness admitted that the charge was
groundless, one on demurrer and the
last one, regarding transactions in
the sale of the Lovato grant in Rio
Arriba county, was also dismissed after a hearing In which Renehan was
completely exonerated.

Chamberlain's Liniment
Thtn nrpnnmtifiTi 4a IniOTldftil A&no- clally for rheumatism, lame back,
sprains and like ailments. It is a fa
vorite with people who are well acquainted with itB splendid qualities.
Mrs. Charles Tanner, waoasn, ina.,
says of it, "I have found Chamber"The opinion of the court, as It ap- lain's
Liniment the best . thing for
pears to my mind, sets up a low and lame back and sprains I have ever

It works like a charm and re
lieves pain and soreness. It has been
used by others of my family as well
as myself for upwards of twenty
years." 25 and 50 cent bottles. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
RATES READJUSTED
Santa Fe, May 1. The conference
of the state corporation commsslon
with officials of the Wells Fargo Express company has resulted in restor
ing into effect the low local rates
which had been wiped out in part by
the adoption of the long distance low
rates under the new block system or
dered by the interstate commerce
commission.
At a conference in Denver some time ago, the express offi
cials had agreed In making the neces
sary readjustment they would not in
crease any existing rate, even though
under the readjustment they could
legally do so. Inadvertently in several
instances on special commodities like
laundry and Ice for short distance
hauls', the new rates were slightly In
excess of the old. But under the
agreement reached here last evening,
the old low rates will be restored. On
milks, the following rates were agreed
upon: For 25 miles and less, 17 cents
per five gallons, 23 cents per eight
gallons, and 25 cents per ten gallons,
for 220 miles, 32 cents per five galeight gallons and
lons; 43 cents-pe51 cents per iten gallons; for 505 miles,
50 cents per five gallons; 63 cents per
eight) gallons and 71 cents per ten

Relieves Bladder Distress and

Weaknes
Irregular, painful bladder weaknesses
disappear when the kidneys are strong
and healthfully active. Take Foley
Kdiney Pills for that burning, scaldpainful actton- ing sensation-irregular,

Here's Quick Hetm
Remedy to Correct Constipation Before it Becomes
Chronic
life
Very few people go through
without some time or other being troubled with constipation. Thousands injure themselves hy the use of strong
cathartics, salts, mineral waters, pills
and similar things. They have temporary value in some cases, it is true,
but the good effect is soon lost, and
the more one takes of them the less
effective they become.
A physio or purgative is seldom necessary, and, much better and more
permanent results can be obtained by
using a scientific remedy like Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It does not
hide behind a high sounding name,
but is what It is represented to be, a
mild laxative medicine. It Is so mild
that thousands of mothers give it to
tiny infants, and yet it is so compounded, and contains such definite ingredients that it will have equally good
effect when used! .by a person suffering from the worst chronic constipa
tion. In fact, among the greatest en
dorsers of Syrup 'Pepsin are elderly
people who have suffered for years
and found nothing to benefit them un
til they took Syrup Pepsin,
It is a fact that millions of families
have Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin con
stantly in the house, homes like those
of Mr. H. W. Fenstermaker, Siegfried,
Pa. He says he has had wonderful
results from the use of Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin, that, in fact, he has nev- -

Las Voas'LoadinStero

A Simple

sore feeling and bladder distress. You will like their tonic res- toraflve effect the relief from pain
quick good results. Contain no
ihannful drugs. Try them. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
heavy,
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FENSTERMAKER
er found a remedy so good, and he is
glad to recommend it The special
value of this grand laxative tbnio Is
that it is suited to the needs of every
member of the family. It is pleasant-tasting- ,
Unlike
mild and
harsh physics, it works gradually and
in a very brief time the stomach and
bowel muscles are trained to do their
work naturally again, when all medi
cines can be dispensed with.
You can obtain a bottle at any drug
store for fifty cents of one dollar. The
latter size is usually bought by families who already know its value. Results are always guaranteed or money
will be refunded
Families wishing to try a free sam- hv
iHtAjTiu it. nnatnairi
an vw.w
nlaJ ,nfila wmt
r I
J'
419
Caidwell,
W.
B.
Dr.
addressing
Washington St, Monticello, 111. A pos
tal card with your name and address
MR.

non-gripin- g.

The items we have selected for Saturday Specials this week are
probably more varied than usual There's something listed here for
every woman-4- he
quality is up to our usual high standard and the
prices have heen unmercifully out
"

CASH ONLY

$i2.5o-$i5.o-

,

NO PHONE

ORDERS

Suits $9.45

o

Seventeen
fn this lot for ladies and juniors. We don't need
to comment on the quality, or the styles, as we pride ourselves In the
fact that "If It comes fron Rosenwald's, it's right" T.he cotargi are
all dieslrable, and as first choice is always the best choice, come
.
,
early.

MVMli--

on

it

will do.

Feel Dull and Sluggish? Start Your
Liver to Working!
It beats all how quickly Foley Ca
thartic Tablets liven your liver, overcome constipation make you feel
lively and active again. J. L. Mc- Knight, Ft. Worth, Texas, says: ' My

65c Silk plated Hose 43c

These hose are the celebrated; "Onyx." They look like pure silk,
but are much more durable all sdzes. Here are the colors: Bronze,
Sky, Pink, Black and Whita

$8.50 Dress Forms $5.oo

disagreeable symptoms were entirely
This Is the "Favorite No. 4" Dress Form. Made in four
removed by the thorough cleansing
VISITORS IN MUSEUM
Tablets gave me."
Santa Fe, May 1. Ruloff Frederick Foley Cathartic
sections, and can be adjusted at the neck, waist and bips!
They're a wonder. O. 6. Schaefer
Kipp of Upper Montclair, N. J., who and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
No soldered parts enter into the oonstrueffon of this form.
Visited the New Mexico museum toSkirt is adjustable and made of flat, nickeled steel
ROAD FOR RESERVATION
day, has in his possession the scabbands,
J J:i
Santa Fe, May 1. John C. Hubbard
bard of Kit Carson's sword presented
riveted throughout. A fitronsr p.vtR-nirstiin
v.
iixiLo teiAryi
Muutu
ic,
to Kipp's father at Santa Fe. He also of Farmlngton, a former member of
;'!
the form to be lowered to any desired length. The supply
has with him a program of a dance the San Juan county road board, was
,
I
In Hw!-ftinort
t
enrf
wA
state
the
with
18S3.
in
conference
Mr.
i.uo7 ib iiijiiLtm pieas come eujy.
today
Kipp
given at Santa Fe in
wit ha companion, Nelson H. Warren gineer's department regarding the
of Montclair, N. J., is covering New road from Gallup to Shiprock, Farm-jngto- Si
and Aztec, and at his request,
Mexico leisurely on horseback and
rode in from Santa Cruz yesterday. He State Engineer J. A. French, who
These sashes are all the rage in eastern stylo centers. "We have
will be joined later by his father who went to Albuquerque to confer with
was an old timer in New Mexico and .). S. Beaven regarding the Jemez road
them in all colors both solid and changeable silk. Take
advantage
and the Alameda Corrales road disfriend of Kit Carson.
of this sale Saturday and save
on the price,
Other visitors much interested in pute, will go on to Gallup and will
the museum visits today were Judge make the trip across the Navajo resJ. G. Northcutt of Trinidad, Colo.; a ervation. It is figured that the conNew Ynrk aHitoinffTlparty consisting struction of a ,state road across the
of Mr. and Mrs. J. l!oard. Miss Hazel reservation will divert all of the trade
Dainty Boudoir Slippers in chocolate, red and black, with large
Clark and O. Ilmhower of New York; of the San Juan basin to Albuquerque,
Pom Poms to match. Regular price $1.25. Saturday, in our shoe deNew
comes
word
from
since
especially
Mrs. W. E. Wood and Miss Carrie
New
partment 50c.
Wood of Kansas City; Harry W. Wa- York today that the deal for the
to
railroad
extension
Mexico
Central
ters of Mancos, Colo.; Ralph D. Mon
tis of Dos Moines, ia., Mrs. T. J. Mor- Farmington via Albuquerque: has been
closedi
ft
gan, Miss Sarah A. Morgan, Miss Ed- practically
na M. Morgan and Mrs. J. C. Burlie
Sick Headache
Good quality linen paper with
The four last named
of Minneapolis.
envelopes to match, in a fancy
Mrs. A. L. Luckie, East Rochester,
box, very desirable for gifts, etc. This is a good value at
are so charmed with New Mexico and N". Y.. was a victim of sick headache
Santa Fe, that they decided to take and despondency, caused by a badly
15c
;
up their residence In this city, as did weakened and debilitated condition of
a Colorado banker's family yesterday her stomath, when she began taking
Chamberlain's Tablets. She says, "I
after spending the afternoon in the found them pleasant to take, also mild
Old Palace. They had been in El Paso and effective. In a few. weeks' time
and to other parts of the southwest I was restored to my former good
Note the prices on fresh new wash goodsyou'll find all these
health.'' For sale by all dealers. Adv.
before coming to Santa Fe.
Items on display here Saturday;
1
,

f--

JK.

n

Sashes 98c

$1.25 Tango

one-fourt- h

$1.25 Boudoir

1

,25c Box

NATIONAL HIGHWAYS
i

The people of this country are building a National Highway as a lasting monu
ment to a great man.

will be opened to the Pub-

i.

This Highway, too, is a lasting monument

ex-

v

i

"OLD SONG DAY" IN KANSAS
Helps Kidney and Bladder Troubl
Topeka, Kans., May 1. Other states
Everybody Satisfied
Every where people are taking Foley may have their Fast days, Patriots'
Kidney Pills, and are so satistied they day, Apple day and other celebrations
urge others to take them also. A. T.
Kelly, Mcintosh, Ala., says: "I rec
ommend them to all who suffer from
kidney troubles and backache, for they
are fine." Best thing you can take
for backache, weak back, and rheuma
tism.. O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv..
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j

to the energy of private enterprise.':

.

Tenjc
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Puts the Right Sort of Vim

To that spirit of service that has made the Bell System one of the largest and
most useful corporations in the country.

IRREGULAR ELECTIONS
Most Needed.
Santa Fe, May 1.
or
at the rural
alleged irregularities
school elections last month are causing much trouble. In Rio Arriba
county, 15 districts sent merely certi
ficates of elections and not the ballots
as provided by law to the county su
perintendent. In consequence, It is
held tliat in those 15 districts no elec
tion was held, that the school direc
torships are vacant and that it is up tarow off
accumulated Impurities, to ....
to County Superintendent David Mar
the red
...i
blood making organs ,uii
into such active condi- tinez, Jr., to fill these vacancies by
pi mime mac
sensation
appointments which will hold good for of what we fee! as health.

Where

a your own telephone company's territory alone the seven Mountain States
there are 80,000 miles of long distance highways open for your messages
every day.

Thejllountain States Telephone and Telegraph

15c

Wash Goods

San Francisco will be joined with New York, and the thousand cities and
towns along the way will be benefited.

From New York to San Francisco the big copper wires of the Bell System
tend in an unbroken line the broad highway of Universal Seivice,

stationery

25f-Satur- -day

Through fertile fields, thriving cities, across rivers and over mountains, the
Lincoln Highway will extend from Atlantic to Pacific.

Another National Highway The Telephone Way
lic before the Lincoln Way is ready for travel.

Slippers 50c

Co.

"The Corporation Different"

-

1.20c yd
Ratines
inches wide, all colore)
12c Figured Crepes-.&- o yd
20c Dolly Varden Crepe-15- c

40c Dress Linens

25c Costume Crepes

25

30c

15c Percales
lie
(Yd. wide, 50 new patterns)
50c Cotton Crepe de Chine

(40

12MjC

per yard

-

17c
Iinweave Lawn
35c Fancy Madras (white)
20c
geryard
35o Lingerie Cloth
20c yd

19c yd

Dress Ginghams.9c yd

10c Muslin

390
2:io

:

7c yd

WATCH OUR WINDOWS
I

of various kinds, but it has remained
for Kansas to be the first of the sisterhood of commonwealths to set
aside a day for the people of the en
tire state to revive the old songs that
were popular when the grandfathers
and grandmothers of today were in
their youth. In response to a move
ment begun last winter and supported
toy the state board of education and
other bodies, today was observed1 as
famous blood puri.'lrr, S. S. S.
"Old! Songs Day" throughout the enHalf the people ywn meet complain of
In the colleges, schools,
weary muscles, stagnant brain, Jangled tire state.
nerves, and a wonderful desire to lay down churches and
other community centers
and lust nuit.
..t
m,,.
k
t
been using nervines that
flare the young and old assembled to join
spasmodically
up the nerves only to die down again, as in the
die they must.
singing 01 "Annie Laurie,"
Avoid nerve stimulants.
Bear In mind that this worn-ou- t
is
"Suwanea
feeling
River," "Nellie Gray," "My
TO
TIOOP
OUe
htnnri
l.
V,Bn.ni- - l
you drink; to the multiplying of destrue- - Old Kentucky Home," "Old Oaken
.u iue
I..- raster titan tney
can be overcome byuinoa
the white corpuscles; Bucket," "Massa's In the Cold, Cold
and tO What is fannum aa at.t ,nvnn.tn
k.l
condition where the venous or Impure'biood Ground," and many other favorite
songs of long agq.

'

Whooping Cough

r"

"About a year ago my three boys
had whooping cough and I found
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the only one that would relieve thedr coughing and whooping spells, I continued
this treatment and was surprised to
find that It cured the disease in a very
short time," writes Mrs. Archie
Crooksville, Ohio. For sale
,
by all dealers. Adv.

coiiEi-iou-

cnoss the

tmm m m

vol

to san fhancisco

There are investors owning stock in the Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph
Company, the market for which is always active.
Mountain States ktock pays 7c'o per annum on par value of $100 per share and is
a conservative investment of the highest grade.
Mountain States stock may be bought, from one share up, st a price to yield a very
attractive income.

Full particulars will be mailed oa request sent to
Denver, Colorado.
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JETTCHER,

432-43-
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Gas
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Elecrrk Building,

COMPANY

one year.
At Willard, a contest has been filed
In the district court of Torrance coun
ty by Cristino Chavez, a defeated can
didate for Bohool director, against J.
A Chapman and Sam Hunter, the

candidates. Chaves charges
that the election was invalid because
no notice of the election was given,
that the polls were not open on time
and that the entire election board was
not on duty.

.

8. S. 8. hflH lmiir houn
Dnrlfler. unil ifY "SUV.
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FISH

GROWING

INCREASES

Santa Fe, May 1. Game and Fish
Warden T. C. de Baca has gone from
Wagon Mound to Clayton, Union.
county, on official business. His of
fice 1? receiving quite a number of ap
plication from owners of private
ponds pnd lakes for permits to sell
fish', indicating thai the fish growing
industry is on the Increase, in the
state.

Mosf Children's Diseases Start With

Is one of the very important
a Cold
When the babv takes too much Innrt
Yon can get s. R. S, at things to know
an Inflam- the stomach turns: th rami ia
Restlessness,
feverishness,
take no other
b"d pllfliier
ed thfwtt, and soasmodic cough maybe Restlon, sourness and
vomiting iiv.
ie nroilurf.
and you wi) make a greatvegetn
whoopinjr couch is startiner in. Give Qumitly the bowels are involved and
some enthusiast, palm off a mistake to have
mercury, arsenic Foley's Honey and Tar promptly. It there
Is folio

tni.

"t

For a Torpid Liver
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
off and on for the past six years whenever my liver shows signs of being
in a disordered condition. They have
always acted quickly and given me the
"blood
or
desired relief," writes Mrs.
r. H. you have any deep.eatcd
to tiielr Modl--ohMinat
rienr f?,i
Trubns, Sprlngvllle, N. Y. For sale trouble, write
Wii' Ue "0rth
toCdo8,So.1CU'
while
by all dealers. Adv,

"

al

hplps the cKidren so very much, aad
Mrs. SWpps, Raymondsville, Mo., says:
"I got fine results from It and it is a
great medicine for whooping coukU."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Dru?
Store. Adv.

pains and diarrhoea.

McCEETS BABY ELDTTn

la

corrective remedy for the stomach and
bowol disorders of babies, it is pure,

wholesome

and nhias

and 6o per bottle.
tral Ding Co. Adv.
2,5a

Sold by Cen-
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BECKER WILL

TAKE WITNESS

MR
DISTRICT

THINKS

ATTORNEY

IS

MAN
.

AFRAID TO DO SO

New York, May

lvDistrict

Attor-

ney Whitman and his aids have prac'
tically - completed their end of the
trial
of
preparations for the second
Charles Becker, former police lieutenant, on charges of instigating the murder of Herman Rosenthal, for which
the four gunmen were recently executed In Sing Sing. The district attorney wlil be ready for the trial to proceed next Monday, which is the tentative date fixed hy, Justice Seabury of
the sulprerne court. It there is any
postponement when the case is called
3t will be on motion of counsel for the
defense.
The principal work of the district
attorney's office in preparing for the
new trial has been in the rounding
up of the witnesses. Since the first
trial, which took place a year ago last
lall, the witnesses for the state, or the
most of them, have forsaken their old
haunts in the metropolis, and some of
them have taken up permanent residence outside the city and state. As
oon as the supreme court granted
Becker a new trial Mr. Whitman went
to work to place himself in communication with those who had testified
Jor the prosecution at the first trial.
"Within the past two months he has
had assurances from each of them,
either in person or by letter, that they
will be on hand ready to testify when
tte case is called for the second time.
It is known that the district attorney feels that he has the state's case
in good shape. The general supposition is that Mr. Whitman will rest his
case upon the testimony of Rose, Webber and Vallon. In that respect the
case will resemble one which was
Tersed by the higher court, Rut tho
testimony in corroroboration,- ti is said,
will be almost entirely new.
Jack .Rose, "J.irnlgie"'' Webber, Harry
were the
"Vallon and Sam Schepps
state at
for
the
witnesses
principal
the first rtial. They are the four
Informers who testified to having
the negotiations between Beck-c- r
and the gunmen and to have been
otherwise concerned in the preliminaries of the plot that ended in the
murder of Rosenthal.
The testimony of Schepps was not
character
of an entirely satisfactory
and was freely criticised In the decision of the court of appeals. For this
reason, and also because Schepps has
talked so freely and told so many contradictory and highly sensational tales
since Becker's first conviction, it ?s
considered probable that the district
attorney may not call hira to the stand
at the new trial.
Rose, Webber and Vallon are counted upon to take the stand and repeat
the testimony they offered at the first
trial. Since their release from Jail,
where they were held for many months
as witnesses, the trio have kept in
touch with the district attorney's
Rose now makes his home in
Connecticut when he is not filling
dates as a lecturer and evangelist.
Valloa has .been employed of late as
a cigar salesman. Webber ia engaged
d

HAIR GAHE OUT

Owes 01s

This Lung Remedy

who gave m a lot of medicine. Finally,
1 went to a specialist, who gave me creosote that made uie sick of all kinds of
I
food; cousvuuetitly I failed in health.
then went to the Catslillls, and seemed
to get better, but the cough still kept up.
I staywi there for one year, and then
went to a farm near Jerxey City, a very
sick man. About the time of my return,
my brother recommended ICckuiiio's Alterative to me very highly.
it is now
nearly two years since1 I first took it. I
am now well, and
dare say that I
would hove been hurled long ago If it
had not been for ICcknian's Alterative."
(Affidavit). JOSEPH J. TKOKSCHKR.
(Above abbreviated: more ou request.)
Kckmau's Alterative bus been proven by
many years' test to 1)e most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung AITectlons,
Bronchitis. Bronchial Aslhma, Stubborn
Colds and in upbuilding
the system.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or hablt-foruiin- g
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries, and write to Eckman
Pa., for evilaboratory, Philadelphia,
dence, fc'or sale by all leading druggists
G- -

Murphey and

Scalp Itched Terribly, Dandruff So
Thick Could Be Plainly Seen.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment, Head Clear of Dandruff
and New Hair Coming In.

in Pas

There is much speculation in and
out of, legal circles as to the part that
"Daco Frank's" confession, made
within less than two hours of his
death, will play in the second trial of
Becker. The friends of the former police lieutenant hold that the confes
sion if admitted will amount to an
exculpation of Becker as the instigator of the Rosenthal murder, and fur
thermore they declare that it shows
the worthlessness of the testimony
and
given by Rose,, Webber, Valloa
Schepps. On the other hand, District
Attorney Whitman does not consider
the confession as vital to the case,
either from the standpoint of the de
fense or the prosecution. In the
opinion of the district attorney the
confession in many ways corroborates
the contention of the state that
there was a conspiracy, and that as
a result of that conspiracy the gun
men were hired to murder Rosenthal
a week in advance of the assassina

SURPLUS

$50,00.M

T
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0
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1. M. Cunningham, Preside

Frank Springer,

1100,000.00
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:

ii.V

MUV

are aided with photographs so that
anyone can easily master the steps."
First two editions exhausted in one1
month. Third ledition now ready. Better than ten dollars worth of private
lessons and costs Only One Dollar.
Money-bac- k
Guarantee. Order today.
internal revenue district separating it
C. H. TREFFENBERG
from Arizona. With the stamp office
613 West Coal
Albuquerque, N. M.
at Albuquerque, it Is believed that
the headquarters of the new district
EXPOSITION OPENS AT LYONS
will be established' in that city rathf
Paris May 1. New York, Chicago,
than at Santa Fe.
Boston and several other American
cities have sent exhibits to th
In the whole field of medicine there
is not a healing remedy that will repair national urban exposition, which was
damage to the flesh more quickly than formally opened in Lyons today ani
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
In will be continued uutil November 1.
cuts, wounds, sprains, burns, scalds, The primary purpose of the
exposition
and rheumatism, its healing and pene- is to illustrate' what
the
municipalities
is
trating power
extraordinary. Price
2rc, 50o and $1.00 per bottle. Sold of the world are doing to bring about
the "city beautiful."
by Central Drug Co. Air'.

;V.,

..V,

it

D. T. Hosklna, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Asi't Cash.

-

CAPITAL STOCSZ

The second Interesting point in con
nection with the new trial is the pro
bahilitv that Hecker will take the
stand iu his own defense. It is said
officer strongly de
that the
sired to take the stand at the first
trial but was dissuaded from doing so
by his counsel. If he takes the stand
at the coining trial he will be subjectHe
ed to a severe
will be asked in particular to explain
how he managed to accumulate a
largo fortune on a salary of $2,400 a
year. At the first trial it was said
the district attorney had traced some
$70,000 in Becker's accounts scattered
in banks all over the city. If Becker
takes the stand it will open the way
for the state to introduce evidence to
prove that Becker had made a busi
ness of "shaking down" the gamblers
and that 'it waa this which had led to
his personal difficulties with Rosenthal. Under the circumstances the
district attorney believes that Becker
will not dare take the witness chair.

Office with the SanMiguelJNaiional.Bank
WM. G. HAYDON- W. KELLY

President

a

D. T. HOSKIN8

Vice

-

i
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effix-U--

mailed free, with

32-- p.

Skin Book.

Address,

"Cuticura, Dcpt T, Boston."
who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will uuu it best for skla and sculp.
post-car-

d

" Men

Freidat
TreMores

Interest

On Deposits

Psvid

Positively biggest bargain ever offered the housewives of
this city. An ELECTRIC IRON that wonderful labor
saver at a price .you can afford. Irons generally sell at
We bought a small lot at a low
vi.bl), sometimes more.
e

e
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Wearing and

Risky

letting a stubborn cough "hang on"
in the spring Is risky. Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound heals raw Inflamed surfaces in the throat and bron-

chial tubes makes sore, weak spots
sound and whole stops stubborn,
tearing coughs. Refuse substitutes. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

for

112

for

,

Adv.
CLUB FORMED

Features of the Williams Iron

Santa Fe, May 1. The Albuquerque
13 Stern Building,
Country Club,
,D1 Fourth street, Albuquerque, today
filed incorporation papers with H. B.
Jamison as statutory agent The capital stock is divided into 250 shares
of $100 each, the total capitalization
being $25,000. The incorporators, each
of whom subscribed to one share are
R. S. Pollock, T. S. Woolsey, Jr., H. B.
Jamison, John Lee Clark, Robert E.
Dietz, A. B. McGaffey, Arthur C. Ring-lanD. S. Roeenwald, S, U. Rosen
wald, D. A. McPherson, Nieill B. Field,
Edwin L. Grose, M. W. Flournoy,
James F. Mullen, M. O. Chadboume,
W. C. Keim, F. B. Schwentker, J. B.
Herndon, Ivan Grunafeld, and Pi, F.

J

1

ebony finish.

1

.

mm
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Top Nickle plated
Bottom Plate Blue gun metal finish.
Weight 61 2 pounds.
Seven feet of cord and stand supplied. Iron ready for
immediate use. ui pacKeu in an uuruuuvc uua.
Handle-Hardw- ood,
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ulating and strengthening and restore
your kidneys to healthy normal action.
Try them. O. Q. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

of

140

games, ending September

13.
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Every woman knows of the many delightful
nHvnntaes oftered users of electric irons and she
wants one. Ironing by electricity means w ork done easier,
Saves countless steps. You can iron in cool and
better.
faster and
.
X.
.
.1
f
.11nmise. nr n r orr dnnrc in tnf
fnminrr in nnv rnnm in rne
summer time. Costs but a few cents for a week's laundry. Come in today
trial Once
and see a demonstration of the Williams Iron. Get one

Dull Feeling Swollen Hands and Feet
Due to Kidney Trouble
Your kidneys need help when your
hands and feet thicken, swell up, and
you feel dull and sluggish. Take Fo
ley Kidney Pills. They are tonic, stim

WESTERN ASSOCIATION STARTS
Oklahoma City. Qkla., May 1. The
reorganized Western Association of
Baseball Clubs started on its first
pennant race today, with games scheduled to be played at Joplin, Mo., and
Oklahoma City and Tulsa, Okia. Fort
Smith appeared at Joplin, Muskogee at
Tulsa, and McAlestor at Oklahoma
City, The schedule calls for a season

tj
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1

i

i

McCanna.

"

ct

BUY AN ELECTRIC IRON AND "DO IT ELECTRICALLY

A "TWITCH OF THE SWITCH" FOR COMFORT.

IssVtlKtSPoCo.
i

1

$30,000.00

(r Great Money Saving Sale of Electric Irons!
v

f

TjuJ

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

.

tion.

IB

TIME DEPOSITS

d,

" Last winter my hair
Hughson,' Cat.
began to fall out and later my scalp began
to itch terribly and my hair was full of dandruff. There were pimples broke out on my
scalp, especially around the edge of my hair.
Sometimes I would wake up at night and lio
awake an hour or so with the Itching. My
hair came out in handful when I combed it.
It was dry and lifeless and the dandruff
was so thick It could be plainly seen.
" I used several different klniis of sliamixx)
and soap but It got worse all the time for
Ave or six months. When I had lost axut
half of my hair I started using Cuticura Soap
and Ointment. In about six weeks my scalp
stopped itching and in two or three months
my hair began to come In new. My head
is clear of dandruff now and new hair is
coming In all the time." (Signed) Mrs.
W. R. Candlish, Deo. 10. 1912.
For pimples and blackheads the following;
isa moat,
and economical treatment:
Gontlysmeartheaffocted parts withCuticura
iBlmen&rwXJieend of the finger, butdo not
rub. ft'ashoff theCuticuraOuitmentinflve
minutes with Cuticura Soap and hot water
andcontinue bathing forsome minutes. .This
treatment is best on rising and retiring. At
other times use Cuticura, Soap freely for the
toilet and bath, to assist in proven ling inflammation. Irritation and clogging of the pores.
Sold everywhere.
Liberal sample of each

i

VEGAS
tAS OIM

INTEREST PAID

PLUM FOR ALBUQUERQUE
Santa Fe, May 1. The removal of
the stamp office of the internal rev
enue branch from Santa Fe to Albu
querque, ia to be the first step to
wards creating New Mexico a separate

Drug company.

COUNTRY

IN HANDFULS

CAPITAL PAID IN

Home-Instructi-

Red Cross

in a manufacturing .business
saic, N. J.

1, 1914.

Class C baseball wtn he played this TANGO, HESITATION, ARGENTINE
AND ALL NEW DANCES
year. If the association is successful
You can now quickly, easily learn,
this season it i the plan of the promoters' to add two cities to the cir in your own home, to dance the Tango,
cuit next year and place the organiza Argentine, Castle Walk, Hesitation
tion in Class B. The claim is made Waltz, Dream Waltz, and other poputhat the association has the largest lar new dances. The new book "The
territory to draw from, with the short Modern Dances," by Caroline Walker,
est jumps between towns, of any base gives authentic, plain instructions, corball league in the country.
rect diagrams and beautiful illustrations, especially posed by experts.
Dizziness, vertigo (blind staggers) Anyone Can Learn.
sallow complexion, flatulence
are The Only Successful Method of
symptoms of a torpid liver. No one
can feel well while the liver is inactive. HERBINE is a powerful liver recognized by Society and Professionstimulant A dose or two will cause als superior to ordinary clasa or priall bilious symptoms to disappear. Try vate instruction.
Tribune
Chicago
it Price 50c. Sold by Central Drug says: "In the 'Modern Dancos,' the
Co. Adv.
movements are clearly set forth and

life to

If you neglect a continued cough or
cold you sre in constant (lunger of easily
Trouble.
The
contracting serious bung not
yield to orcough or cold whleh doe
to
a
he
should'
treatment
warning
dinary
you and preventive uiensures should he
In many
taken an soyS us possible.
eases Kckmau's Alterative, a remedy for
Throat Hiid Lung Troubles, has brought
Head tills:
'
permanent recovery.
Catherine Ave. and Ascot rinoe,
Court, L. I., N. X.
(jueens
"Gentlemen:
lu the year 1908 I was
taken with a heavy cold and a nasty
short cough. I went to several doctors,

and E.
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and destroy American property with
impunity. It is not the symbol of a
chip on the shoulder of the American
people. It Is the sign of a weapon
in their hands at the very least a
weapon of defense. Kansas City Journal.
-- o

Till! WELFARE

CHILD
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lishing company is now. in a position
to give every family in this city one
of the best electric irons made.
That the method1 ia simple la shown
by the numerous irons that already
have been distributed. The announcement was made yesterday evening and
up to late this afternoon
nearly a
dozen irons had been given away. .
The way to get one of these irons
Is as follows:
Either subscribe for
The Optic for one year at $7.80, or if
you have already paid up your .subscription for" one year, extend it a
year and thus secure an. iron. Another way is to solicit your neighbors
and secure subscriptions and get as
many irons as you wish.
Thia unusual offer holds good for
30- days, and immediate action is necessary. The Optio has arranged to
give away over 500 Irons and all that
is necessary to be one of the lucky
liersons receiving one or more of the
irons is a little effort. Now i the
time to get busy.

FRIDAY, MAY

1, 1914.
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(Continued From Page One.)
generally difficult to bakewitK
Last week we received, through the
j
economy and success --7 you'll
or the Assocommendable
Mexicans do not believe that anything
find one heaping teaspoonful
ciated proas, and their authors, a bale
short of complete American occupa)
of speeches by various distinguished
tion of Mexico would bring about the
,(
were
in
turn
men and women, which'
desired results. There is also an ele5
Entered at the poatofftce at East delivered during the week at the InV
ment of Mexicans and American regu-gee- s
a
Vegas, New Mexico for
ternational Congress on' the Welfare
now in Viera Cruz who express
more efficient, purer and easier
through the United States of the Child, held In the city of Wash- doubt that the mediation undertaken
matter.
aa
class
second
f?JIs
to use than any other Baking
ton. At least we presume they .were
hy Argentine, Brazil and Chile, or
) delivered.
We did not violate any re
similar negotiations, will bring about
Power obtainable at any price.
lease dates on any of them, toeing too
a stable coalition of the warring
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
much occupied with punishing Huerta.
forces. They unhesitatingly declare
:
Dally, by Carrier
i I .05 However, we have found) time to
that, in their opinion, .ambition and
Per Copy
.15 read a number of these contributions
not patriotism actuates a great majorOne Week
.65 to the welfare of "our children, and
ity of the Mexican factionists.
One Month
7.50 after doting so we have paused to
One Year
wonder with some concern whether or CHAMPION INVITED TO
Thou'jli War was Declared
Daily, by Mail
we were wise In assuming the renot
$6.00
Dne Year (In advance)
Washington, May 1. An American
- 3.00 sponsibilities of parenthood. Frankly
Bit Months (In advance)
ADDRESS GRADUATES brig was seized by a Mexican federal
7.00 we doubt it. The number and variety
One Year (In arrears)
officer at Manzanillo, who thought that
3.75 of things that are stated by these sci5!x Months (in arrears)
war had been declared, but was im
entists to be wrong with our children RATON ATTORNEY AND LEGIS- mediately released with apologies on
in this year of grace 1914 is some
LATOR IS THE CHOICE OF
the demand of the Raleigh, according
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
NORMAL UNIVERSITY
thing appalling. The only feature of;
to a. report received at the navy deGROWER
the situation which strikes us as more
12.00
partment today from Admiral Howard
Coe Year
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Americans Return to Mines
aMor-neis the number and variety of
12. C.
'ifi
a
appalling
prominent
Crampton,
the west coast of Mexico.
on.
L00
Months
Six
New York, May i.rrEaxily transac
.'.j-Douglas, Ariz., May 1. One hundred
the remedies.
of Raton and a member of !the
Admiral Howard also reported from
Professor False Front, of the depart state senate, has5 basnf invited to de- the west coast of Mexico that firing Americans and other foreign; refugees tions in stocks barely affected the levAT TAOPERT'S
(Cash In Advance for Mail
ment of child psychology of Rockybilt liver the, commencement address to between the constitutionalists and fed from Mexico left here' today' to return el of prices. The colorless character
Subscriptions.)
University, solemnly assures us in view the graduating class of the New Mex- erals' continues at Mazatlan. The Mex to their homes in Mexico; satisfied of the overnight Mexican news and
that danger of molestation Is past'
Remit by check, draft or money of the fact that children are so severe- - ico NornialsUniversity Mr. Crampton
the absence of any other developments
ican steamer Leulla has been burned
ftrder. It sent otherwise we will not ly kt alone by their parents and elder kas accepted, provided he can arrange at
They go to the mines at Pilares, affecting the situation caused traders
and it was the noise of
Manzanillo,
Nacozari and El Tigre under assur-ani- e to keep down their Operations to
tfe responsible, for loss.
relatives, it is a wonder they formul- - g0me cases in which he is interested
which caused a false re
(plosion
on
6t full protection from General BmaU proportiona.i
like upturn, made a sudden sharp rise.
free
application.
copies
Specimen
ate mentally at all; while Professoress in th jiColfax county court so that port mat tne naieign was uimiumu-inAssurances from-tThe
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off to Vi up
close was weak
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The
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deprived
the
not
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will
holiday
be
Barrenport,
process
Sufronia Shorthalr,
they
that port. Everything is now
latter s confidential agent at El Paso, market of a lead from that quarter. compared with last night.
AT I., with equal gravity asserts that in on the date of commencement. He is
ALL! PAPERS DISCONTINUED
quiet there, the admiral reports.
Roberto V.
that the state The market closed strong today. Oats showed strength from the start.
view of the fact that children are al- expected to give a definite answer to
EXPIRATION OF TIME
at Washington will inter- Prices showed steady improvement The chief influence was the prospect
I
department
most never alone, they have no time the Normal within a few days.
PAID FOR
Carranza Protects Oil Wells
pose no objections.
with a general betterment in, specula of large shipments from the Chicago
Mr. Crampton is an orator of state
for solitary reflection therefore canChihuahua,
Mex., May 1. General
elevators.
lawsuccessfula
and
concentrate,
tive and investment conditions.
td
wide
the
not acquire
power
reputation
Americans In Mexico City
Advertisers are guaranteed the therefore are useless hrancheB of a yer and legislator. The Normal'grad-uatin- g Cfyrranza is determined to use every
Provisions weakened, owing to lack
The last sales were:
to protect the immense oil prop
Jargest daily and weekly circulation tree of doubtful utility in the world.
Selling was chiefly for
73Va of support.
Washington, May 1. Consul Canada Amalgamated Copper
class is looking forward to hie effort
erties owned by foreigners, principally at Vera Cruz reported to the state de
f any newspaper in northern New
102
packers. The closing quotations were:
Doubtless good will come out of the address with pleasure. Doubtless many British at
Sugar
Tampico, and he telegraph partment today that there still are
JSIexico.
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Atchison .
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the
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child. We progress largely through the opportunity to hear Mr. Crampton.
.TELEPHONES
.An overwhelming, force is now be- road facilities. They are, for the most
Pork, May $19.42; July $19.75.
02M,
Main 2 theorizing safeguarded by common
Southern Pacific
Business Office
ing organized to capture Tampico, and part, new arrivals in the Mexican cap Union Pacific
, . . .156
Lard, May $9.85; July $10.02.
Main 2 fense. And against the rapidly multiNews Department
WILSON IS PLEASED
the danger to the oil wells and to the ital from the surrounding country. United States Steel
Ribs, May $10.85; July $11.05.
the
5978
plying mass of theories concerning
Santa Fe, May 1. A. P. Hill, secre
education and training of the child tary of the state democratic commit- great, tanks which line the river there, They arrived just after the departure United States Steel, pfd.. ...... .109
millions of gal- of the last Jxaln tor Vera Cruz. Con
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
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Cream Cake

PERSONALS

h

ore

Inquirles among a large number of women
using 'The Cook's Book" showed this to
be their favorite cake recipe. It is easy to
make, certain to turn out well if K C Bakwas ing Powder is used, and may be put together with almost any filling or icing.

Walter II.' Markers of Santa Fe
& business visitor in La3 Vegas today.
J. A. Riehl of Albuquerque came in
last night for a short buiae8s visit in
this city.
Ma'x;jllerzst.ein arrived in Las Vegas
last night from Albuquerque for a
short business visit.
T. J. Walker left this morning for
Phoenix, Ariz., where he will Remain
lor several weeks visiting.
W. W. McDowell of Roanoke, la.,
is In Las Vegas and will remain here
for some time as a visitor.
N. J. Hynes and R. H. Duncan of
El Porvenir were visitors in Las Vegas today. They came in last night.
Morrisette and daughter
Mrs. A.
left this afternoon for Albuquerque,
where they will remain until Sunday
evening.
C. A. Johnson of Trinidad was a business visitor here today. lie is connected with the Santa Fe Railway
company.
James S. Duncan, Jr., left last night
lor Salina, Kas., after having been a
business visitor in Las Vegas for the
past few days.
Louis Weitzer, representative for a
dry goods and ladies' tailoring houseof San Francisco, Calif., was a, busimess visitor In Las Vegas today.
W, F. Smith and son, Harry Smith
of El Paso, Tex., are in Las Vegas visiting tor several days with relatives.
They are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Lewis.
IMirs.
Francis Frost and children
wil leave this evening for Ithaca, N.
Y., where' they will spend the summer
months.
Their address in that city
will be 427 North Geneva street. Garrett Elliott and his daughter will occupy the Frost home, which is located
on the Hot Springs Boulevard.
--

TRIUMPH OF ENGINEERING
San Francisco, May 1. The illumiinternanation of the Panama-Pacifitional exposition at San Francisco in
1915 will be a triumph of American
engineering. For the first time In the
history of exposition building, the
"'flood lighting system" will be used
for outdoor illumination. By the use
of thousands of nitrogenous arcs, of
c

REGULARS

National League
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia

t

cup ' butter;

1

ful

Mix flour and salt with a very little cold
milk; stir into the hot milk and cook ten
minutes; add the chocolate and stir until it
is melted and evenly blended with the flour
mixture, then beat in the egg mixed with the
sugar, and lastly the vanilla,
You need the K C Cook's Book, containing this and 89 other delicious recipes sent
free upon receipt ot the colored certificate
can of K C Baking
packed in every nt
Send to the Jaques Mfg. Co.,
Powder.
Chicago.

position grounds will be maintained

at

night to a height 125 feet, with a variation of but 5 per cent throughout
I
this height.
i ,
FAMOUS ARTIST HERE
Santa Fe, May 1. E. L Couse, the
famous New York artist of Indian
pictures, accompanied by Mrs. Conse,
was a visitor of the New Mexico Museum today on his way from New York
to Taos. He was high In his praise
of the Vierra exhibit and also of the
other art treasuries in the palace of
the governors. Mr. Couse while in
New York saw the landscapes by1
Sheldon Parsons now on exhibit in
the Salmagundi Club there but f:rt
exhibited three weeks ago in the reception room of the old palace in this

a type never before perfected, and not city.
to be used elsewhere until the close of
Sarah Bernhardt is planning a world
the explosion, the chief zone of illumination throughout the 635 acres of ex- - tour.

--
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THE GOLDEN BOLE ALWAYS HAS IT F0!i LESS
Here again, we'demonstrale our ability to undersell, because of DIRECT FROM MANUFAC

I

ii
,

Chllds' Rubbers

;Mlsses'
; Youth's
Ladies'
Ladies'

bwmw:imdy

$7.50 Value Wen'

'hi.

,lW"u'

Rain Coats

$4.98

Ladies' Gloves

!VEE0ER

without the Grease

universal verdict about the pleasant-to-us- s

ft
Cottolene makes foods tender and delicious. It has been
favorite cooking fat for many years.
creams up" beautifully1 when used fn ' mixing pastry.
is a. firm fat when cool, but nevertheless, is always of
i
just the right consistency to blend evenly with the flour
''of'-'sagatu You who make
cakes, pies, cookies; biscuits
end the like know what aa advantage this is.
.

i

,

W

v
i
:

X

Cottolenei especially excellent for all frying whether
pan trying or deep trying. Foods fried in Cottolene do
not absorb grease, neither does Cottolene absorb odors.
Using it over and over for frying, you hot only find it eco- -

K&53&'i
iM'Kmb&r?-

K&AW

Wi

.

SN,

ii.

-

7

Wf-rr-

I

49c
49c
49c
79c
98c
98c
98o

rf'i'fflill

:

I1'.'.'"

--

i.

:

t

nonucal, but you produce food that i3 wholly digesti- We and most appetizing.
A prominent physician says of Cottolene: "Cottolene,
being essentially a vegetable product, forms the most
healthful and nutritious cooking medium known to the f
food experts and medical profession."
(From an article A
in the American Housekeeper, entitled "The Most
Healthful of All Cooking Fats," by Dr. James Paige'
&mery.;
Every thoughtful mother and careful housewife will
be interested in the valuable FREE Cook Book,
HOME HELPS. Send for your copy today, zhio
order a pail of Cottolene from your grocer.

Men's Canvas Gloves
Glen's Leather Gloves
Men's Gauntlet Gloves
75c value Gloves
$1.00 value Gloves..
$1.50 value Gloves
Men's Dress Gloves
$1.75 value Gloves ..;
$2.00 value Gloves

Ec

190
29c

;...

49c
69c

1!

9gc
98c

f

$1.25
$1.49

J

c

NF.W

HEX.

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
mm Dm 17. G &JD OH

At Kansas City
Brooklyn

R.H.E.

....i

.8 10

!

2
4

limn, uwmlli

4 12
Kansas "City
Batteries: Lafitte and Owens; Ken
ning and Easterly. .'

R.H.E.
At Indiaiapolis
5 14 0
......
Pittsburgh
...
.
7. 3
....7
.A.
Indianapolis
jliatte.nes: walker, Adams, u$K$on
and Uerry; Harter andi Warren.
It. II. E.
.3

6

1

..2.7

1

AND RETURN,
AS:iOLT.:EETm

'

HOMINY CRESCENTS
Fine hominy or corn meal maybe used
in the same way to serve with meats
or for breakfast with syrup. Cook 3
cup hominy or meal in 1 pint boiling
water over the fire until thickened, then
place over boiling water to finish cooking for about an hour, adding salt and
more water if too stiff, also the yolk of
an egg, or a little butter. When done,
pour into flat pan and when cool cut
into crescents, diamouus or strips, roll
In egg and crumbs and fry in Cottolene.
MRS. HELEN ARMSTRONG.

R.H.E.

:

;

....v....

Buffalo

BaUorcs:.. Groom
MiwQ and Blair.

At:v-r-

t

.',.,'!

8

0

8

0

ind Chapman;

American LeaguA

,

Chic

3
2

i

.

A:i!L'iT ASAIIC
fjystic s::i xe

MAY lO TO 13th.,

191--

4

HCKETS,0N SALE MAY 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 101b., 1911

flay 2hl.t 1911.

An extension of limit to

June 20th, 1914, can be obtained by payment of $1.00 acd
depositing ticket before May 10h., 1914

D..L.xBatchclor

'

53.45

i:.:?ECIAL CGDSCIL,

ct, !;c:les cf.tee

Return limit

-

?J

25c

Federal League

At St. Loula
St; Louis .. .'

fi4,
MAi-ii-

$2.49

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

The field of candidates for the dem
ocratic gubernatorial nomination in
Texas appears to have narrowed down
to Thomas H. Ball of Houston and
James E. Ferguson of Temple,

Batteries: Wilbelm and Jacklltsch;
MoGulre and Block.' "" '"''

Because of its purity and high shortening value

,r!

$2.93
$3.69

Meii's Gloves

- JIC. Pcnneif-Co-In-

'

I

58c
69c
89c

'..

7

Chicago

wr'V

,

$3.00 Value Tower's Fish Brand Slickers

"Y'i

Llslo Gloves
Silk Gloves
Chamois Finish Mousquetaire Gloves
Suede Finish. Mousquetaire Gloves
$1.00. value Silk Gloves, long
$1.50 value Silk Gloves, long
Ladies' Kid Gloves, black, brown or white
Ladies' Riding Gloves......

At Chicago
Baltimore i

n

Rubbers
Men's Rubbers ...,,;.;.
r..j
Mjea'8 Rolled E. Rubbers
Men's Tip Top Boots
Men's Camel Boots

Boys'

M

,

It doesn't seem a bit greasy," is the "
!

39c
49c
. . . 49c
49c
58c

Rubbers
Rubbers.
Rubbers
High,'. Heel Rubbers

I

The Good

v.;;.-':-

sell HOOD RUBBERS one ot the best makes in the United Slates

YE$TERDAY'S BASEBALL
.

v,!.

We

TURER BUYING.

1

7

TRUST CO.

BEST RUBBER FOOTWEAR AT GOLDEN RULE PRICES

John Burke, treasurer of the United
States, has declined to enter the con
test for the seat of Asle U. Gronna,
United States senator from North
Dakota.

I'iv.

"

(EL

and Surplus $122,747.00

ft

,

-U-

y$mm

Capital

ToBC-a.,,-

Mi1-

tK

,;

DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
We pay four per cent Interest on Time Deposits and
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS

,

"
'

10

7.

.833
.667
.625
.538
.500
.385
.286
.250

Federal League
W.
Pet.
Walsenburg Condition Critical
10
.833
Washington, May 1. A war depart- St. Louis
ment bulletin, Issued today, said that Indianapolis
7
.538
conditions at Walsenburg, in the Colo- Buffalo
.500
4
rado' mining district, where Captain Brooklyn
.500
5
Smith is in command of United States Baltimore
.w00
5
.407
army troops, were reported "critical", Chicago
'.. . . 6
but that the work of restoring order Kansas City
.385
5
in Trinidad and Canon City districts Pittsburgh
2
.200
,,
was going forward.
Senator Keayoni today introduced a
Western eLague
bill to repeal.tjaa act, incorporating the
W. I
Pet
to which Denver
.636
4
general education-aboard,
.,..7
"
John D. Rockefeller contributed
.600
4
.6
St. Joseph
in 1903 for carrying on of farm Dea .Moines
.545
5
.6
demonstration and other, educational
,
I.:... .6 1 6 ,.500
.,
work. 7? Among contributions to '$b.ej
,.4 ,6; ,40f.
lWaai:((Vl,,.....
board' was over $2,000,000 worth,, of Lincoln .
6
7 ".462
stock in. the Colorado Fuel and Iron SjQUx
.455
6
.5
City
company, now inovlved in the coal Wichita ... ..
.417
7
.....5
strike resulting in sending of United
States troops to Colorado.,
LORD MURRAY INDISCREET
London, May i. The committee of
The republican state central Commit the house of lords
appointed to inves
tee of Colorado will meet in Denver
Lord Murray's dealings in Am
tigate
May 5 to take action on the resigna- erican Marconi shares today Issued its
tion of. Simon Guggenheim as nation
report, which finds that he committed
al committeeman.
errors of judgment. There was, how
ever, nothing in his conduct "which re
John Fields, a newspaper man of flected on his
personal honor."
Oklahoma City, has been, named by
the republicans of Oklahoma as their
BILL PASSES
AGRICULTURAL
candidate for governor.
1
The senate late
May
Washington,
yesterday refused to reconsider the
Democratic leaders in New Hamp- vote by which it approved the confer
shire expect Governor Felker to be a ence report on the agricultural exten
candidate for the nomination of Uni- sion bill. The measure now goes to
ted tSates senator this fall.
the president.

Jfl'Tif 'V
I

.4

,5
.

American League

f

Cream Filling
cup sifted flour; I
salt; 1 cup hot tiidk; 1 eqq,
beaten light; j cup sugar; 1 teaspoonful
vanilla extract; 1 ounce chocolate.

"

A bank check is the way to pay your bUla, because then you have a check on each bill. It la easy to
keep your accounts straight when you have your money in the bank, because the bank keeps your accounts straight for you and saves you many hours of work and worry. Start a bank account with us, and
you will see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank account
;.

Pet.

,

:

h

4

2
3
3
6
4

.

Chicago ... ......
St. Louis ..I,.
Boston .

$

One-fourt-

L.

.....10
. . .:U

Brooklyn

Cincinnati
New York

cup sugar;
yolks of eggs', beaten light; 11 cups
(Continued from Page One)
sifted flour; SI, level teaspoonfuls K C
Baking Powder; cup cola water; whites
isituation so far as the ; demands
of 2 eggs, beaten dry.
against him are concerned, f
add
of
the
Cream the butter j
sugar, yolks
"Mourners" were again marching
eggs and water; then the flour, aiited three
times with the baking powder lastly the up and' down in front of the Standard
Bake in two or (fryrvry
whites of eggs.
A threat
OH building on Broadway!,
three layers
put, these together ;, i; 1
to keep a hearse on the scene did not
with cream filling, and dredge Iv
1
the top with confectioner's sugar, r
materialize. Among the marchers
were Sarah Greenwood and Elizabeth
Freeman, English suffragettes. Miss
J Freeman was released today from the
Tombs prison, against her will. With
Upton N. Sinclair arid the other woman, she had gone to prison rather than
pay a fine of $3 for disorderly conduct.
One-ha- lf

Fivr

Put Your Money in our Bank and we
Will Keep your Accounts Straight

.4

TRINIDAD

By Mm. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine.

1914.

;'

W.

K C Cream Cake

1,

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

EEDED IN

ARE
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tR.II.E
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1-- 3

5 a- 0
Dotroit . ..I......
and
Batteries: Benz
Schalk; Hall
Davlss, CftValcski and Stanage.
-

1

R.H.E.

At St. Louis

.........3

Cleveland
St Louis j

3

9

1

5

3

Batteries:
Mitchell, Gregg, James
and Carlson; Baumgardner and Jenkins.
.
National League
R.H.E.
At Chicago
5 1!
St. Louis
4
13
.7
...
Chicago
Batteries: Falloe, Hopper and Win-go- ;
Cheney and 'Bresnalian.

....................0

Western League
At Des, Moines
Dea Moinca
Sioux City

m

'.

R.H.E.
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9
13

6

!

r

j

i

I
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your roo:"3 in the Optic's For Rent C

and get results

At St Josopti
Omaha ...

r

-

?ms IN MODERN HOMES

FURNISHED

txss

'r-

.

...........

1 St. JOHOpll
..22
Batteries: Ormsby, Kicks,
Batteriosr
Clark, Kinsella, Swei-'tSalisbury and Sl:aw; Darrow, Doyle, and ShesUk.; Jenkius,
Scfcaug and Crifa'A,
Waite and Crbp,
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DAILY OPTIC,

LAS VEGA
t
FOR BANTAMWEIGHT TITLE
' London, Way 1. lu a. bout advertised as for the world's bantamweisht
cbampiouship, Charley Ledoux of
France and Johnny Hughes ot London
ere to meet for 20 rounds in, Cardiff
toiuorrow. Ledoux has held the French
title, tout his bouts In England oa the
occasion ot his visit to America aev-eryears age did not stamp him as
a world's champion. Hughes is a veteran of the London ring and stands at
the head of his class. The meeting
at Cardiff will be the third time that
nuchas and Ledoux nave faced one
another in the ring. In their first
bout Hughes lost on a foul in the second round and in the second contest
be lost a close decision on points.

revenues of the railroads the commission has no means of accurat ely determining, because that will depend largely upon the volume of traffic, which is
a variable quantity.

FRECKLE-FAC- E
Sun and Wind Bring Out Ugly Spots.
How to Remove Easily
Here's a chance, Miss Freckle-face- ,

FRIDAY, MAY

Protection" to7
b

1. 1914.

Babs

Spine Is Essential

OPTIC

656

1

Whe

to try a remedy for freckles with the
guarantee of a reliable dealer that it
will not cost you a penny unless it
removes the freckles; while df it does
exgive you a clear complexion the
pense is trifling.
Simply get an ounce of othine dou
ble strength from any druggist and a
few applications should show you how
easy it is to rid yourself of the homely
freckles and get a beautiful complex
ion. Rarely is more than one ounce
needed for the worst case.
How's This
Be sure to ask the druggis for the
We offer One Hundred Dollars Redouble
strength othine as this is the
canward: for any case of Catarrh that
Cure.
prescription sold under .guarantee of
not be cured by HaLl's Catarrh
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O. nmnftv back it it falls to remove
DUKE'S BIRTHDAY
We, the undersigned, have known freckles,
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
Ottawa. Out.. Mav 1. Cordial mes- Ibelieve him perfectly honorable in all
is ap-- sages from. King George, Queen Mary
business transactions and financially sor J. H. Wagner of Santa Fe
w
able to carry out any obligations made Dointed conductor with Miss Eleanor anu oiner memuji vl mo
the many feliciby his firm.
O'Donnell of Raton as instructor, the al family were among
Rideau House toRATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
last two weeks to be assisted by a tations received at
Toledo, O.
the birthday anoccasion
of
on
the
two day
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- domestic science teacher, and a
of the dulie of Connaught.
nally, acting directly upon the blood weeks institute at Tierra Amarilla, niversary
governor-general
of Canada and the
and mucous .surfaces of the system. from July 27 to August 8, also to be
brother of the late
Testimonials sent free. Trice 75 cents conducted
surviving
only
by Professor Wagner.
bottle. Sold .by all Druggists.
King Edward... There was no official
Take Hall's Family pills for 'constiobservance of the anniversary in the
'
PASSENGER RATES LOWER
pation. Adv.
re- .capital, save that the flag was flown
,n
Washington, May 1. A material
on the parliamentary tower in honor
ROW IS SETTLED
duction in passenger fares, particularly
ot the event His royal highness is
rateand
terminals
1.
Santa Fe, May
County Superin- from important
64 years old, having been born May 1
tendent David Martinez, Jr., of Rio basing points to Intermediate po'
1850, in Buckingham Palace.
Arriba county and the state depart- is expected to result from the readjustment ot education, today settled the ment of rates which becomes effective
AID FOR SCHOOLS
row caused by the protest of Tierra today in conformity with the long and
Santa
the
Fe, May 1. District No. 24
of
orders
under
Amarilla and northern Rio Arriba short haul law,
The Bernalillo county, was today granted
:ounty teachers' institute at Espa-nol- tntHintaiA commerce commission.
rail
Interstate
$!0.03 state aid by the department of
all
by arranging for two institutes, readjustment affects
education to enable it to hold school
one of four weeks from June 29 to roada in the country. To what extethe
for five months.
affect
July 25 at Espanola, of which Irofes- Uie change in rates may

jr

i

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND USDS

THI

TWO BAD CONVICTS

Santa Fe, May , 1. Fred Higglns,
guard at the Las Vegas road camp,
brought to the state penitentiary today, two convicts who bad proven ob
streperous and are charged with being
agitators who kept the other convicts
in turmoil. They had been on the
road work for a long while and seem
ed to have the idea that they knew
much more abont it than the engi
neer's department or the foreman. Mr.
Higgina goes to San Marcial to relieve
Engineer W. R. Sniythe who was no
titled by telegram today of the death
of his father In Minnesota and will be
absent for four or five weeks..

LOBBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

FRATERNAL
Nik
BR0THERH009
102 Meets every Monday niial B
Regular communication first and 0. R. C. hall, on Donglae arena 0
uura luursaay in g o'clock.
Waiting members arc sa
J. C. Wertt, Fr,
e&rh month. Visiting d I ally welcome.
7
cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; fl, ft
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
Petten, Secretary.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Vac
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
day evenings each month at Weo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rec- ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa.
Vwav
fjaslar conclave
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretar
MaIn
each maata at
1
day
eonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. smith, E. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re-corder.
CHAPMAN

M.

A.

COLUMN
The gentlest

in the

seat-sprin- gs

world are found only in a Sidway
Baby Carriage. "The entire seat

and bed are suspended on the new,
patent, Sidway adjustable long-lesuspension spring which
carries the body of the carriage
fairy-lik- e,
over the roughest walks
and rudest roads, without a jar,
jostle or bump.

af

RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS
Five cent

per Una tach Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a Una.
No ad to occupy lese apaca than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words- Cash In advlnca preferred.

l

?Zfl

LOCAL TIME CARD
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

Thi Name on the Frame of Every Genuine

temple at

7: SO p. m.
A. Brinegar, H. P.;.
tJlood, Secretary.

The exceptional length and width
of bed give the baby kicking room,
and leave plenty of space for pillows
and quilts besides.

The quality Fabrikoid Leather made
Sidway, is included in
our
guarantee, and furthermore is hacked by the guarantee of the
Fabrikoid makers, the DuPont Fabrikoid
Co. The carriage of elegance and ease,
yet coaU no more than many baby
carriages of ordinary design that are not
Made in various styles by
guaranteed.
the Sidway Mercantile Co., Elkhart, Ind.
See the full line at

NO. 8, ROY
Regular con

East Bound
Arrive

vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic

p.
o.

l

j. f i teuensunB-

For Czlo

m

-

a

fi

m

V. G.;

tri

T. M. Elwood. Secretanr- Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedscock.
Cemetery Trustee.

FOR SALE

join

s

SON

I...

7...

I...

p.
a.
p.
p.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS

first

and third Mondays of each
FOR RENT Furnished room, good month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
location. Apply Optic
President; A. D. Tillman, FinanFOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
em home, also single room; cannot 908 Jackson avenue Z. W. Montague,
rent to consumptives. 1034 Eighth Assistant Deputy. 1011 Sixth street, i 1 9
street. Phone Main 608.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
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"Th e Flour Without a Failure"
It Is a complete and radical departure an absolute revolution that will take the place of plain flqur.for every recipe but bread.. The OLD
must give way to the NEW. Now, at last, comes Pike's Peak Self Rising Flour the message of a new genius.. Even the most inexperienced
,
baker can NOW bake the best of everything with the Flour withouta Failure.

Unequalled for Biscuits, Waffles, Muffins, Shortcake, Pancakes, Layer

Selling Sensation of the South. A Clean
Sweep in Denver. Sure to Satisfy

Cake, Any Recipe

Las Vegas

All the ingredients have been added at our mill scientifically. No
chance for too much or too little soda or .baking powder, which is the
oausp of so many failures.. And what delicious, white, appetizing,
fluffy, puffy Biscuits you will have! Full easy directions on every
sack. No mysteries to solve: Pike's Peak, ie simplicity itself. For
Biscuits, just and shortening and mix. Other recipes, just as easy. No
more sickly looking biscuits, no more near tears over that layer cake
look. Instead there will be those light
with the flat
to
fluffy cakes, rich pastries, anddainty things eo dear
Makes every woman a good baker even if she never baked be.
fom A fairy Gift to the inexperienced and the expert baker surpasses all previous efforts.

In the south a high grade Biscruit Flour is valued above everything elsa Pike's Peak Self Rising Flour is a household word in
ceven state
In February alone we shipped to Little Rock, Arkansas,
(one city), five cars (150,000 Hs.) And solid cars leave our mill3 for
the southern states every day. In a single month Pike's Peak has taken Denver by stormy If you have friends or relatives living in Denver write them and find out about' the wonderful reputation of
Pike's Peak in its home city. Some women buy baser's bread, but
they all need Pike's Peak for all other recipes. The ladies of Las
Vegas, than whom there are no better bakers in the world, will appreciate the delicacies only possible with the flour that makes failure
Impossible. Pipin' hot buscuits for the unexpected guest in five minutes!

stove-lid-lik-

e

The Low Cost Makes It Real Economy

to use Pike's Peak.

Guaranteed Test;

45c

'

AIL1

e

24 lb. Sack
SLGO

early.

'

,

Trial Sack at our

Risk Today.
You are authorized to make a trial
baking from any
sack of Pike's Peak and if not entirely satisfactory your
grocer has positive instructions to refund the Full Purchase Price upon the return of the unused portion.

FOR S4E BY

ALL GROCERS

'BEE BAKING SAMF Tin

all Grocerymen:

Call phone Main 59.

A

ORDER YOURS TODAY.

'

Place your orders promptly for pike's Peak with the Chas. Ilfeld
Co., who are our La Vegas- jobbers. They will be rushed, so order

WANTED Well bred pigs a month
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
or 6 weeks old. Address H. A. Har
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
vey, Box B, City.
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ot
WANTED Experienced cook. Apply
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
1053 Eighth sftreet.
Sonsul; G. Lttetuiulo, Clmk; Z.
Local Deputy.
Ylsltlni
WANTED
Man to take contract to Montague,
members are especially weleooe and
drag highway from Las Vegas to a
cordially invited.
point on the Mora road. Sea

Lost
bankbook, containReturn to Y. M. C. A.

--

SPANISH lessons by an easy and
practical method. Terms moderate.
D. Trambley, 1215 Mora avenue.

a

l

ing

something

you 'd do any
way when you
leam how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

(

SONS'AAA
STANDARD

SILVER
PLAT- EBEAUTIFUL

I

FRENCH-1RE-

of this flour, are being distributedat all grocers tomorrow. The supply
is limited. Call early and secture your sample of this wonderful

Attorneys-t-La-

Lm Vegas.

LING) FINISH

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

lb,

.w.
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dn.
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1 Hatiral fea. taa Faiths
Harvesters, B tor era, aid Distributor
Laatiag Qualities f Whk-- nara Mada LM Tasan
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUZ

fiaa.

a

3

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description al
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 331. Residence Phone Main 413
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and 8calp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manlv
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building '
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
JONES-BOWER-

flour.

inclusively by (lie Crescent Milling & Elevator, Co. Denver

New Merle.

23
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NEW

S

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

CO
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EMPRESS!
can be ob

2,000 lbs, or Mora, Each Dslvsry
1,000 Iba, to 2,00 lbs., Each Dallvary
to 1,009 lbs. Each BaSlvtry
200
Each Dslivery
60 Iba, to 209
Lssa than 5f Iba, Each Dallvery

lb,

giving you
a present for do-

AGUA PURA COMPANY

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Humcer. Chester A. Hiakat

fi!

r.Iil--

Y. M, C. A.

ing a $5 bill.

1
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KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building. - Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

ATTORNEYS

high-price- d

To

Meets second ana
fourth
Thursday evening each
month at W. O. V. hall. Visiting
WANTED A man to take charge of brothers cordially invited. Howard 1
our business In Las Vegas and Vicin- Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.
ity. Splendid proposition. Bond re 1. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
quired. Write Grand Union Tea
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Company,
day of the month In the vestry rooms
for particulars.
uf Temple Monteflore at t o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
WANTED
Farm hand at the Harvey vlted. Isaao
Appel, President; Charla
ranch. Address Box B., City.
Greenclay, Secretary.

LOST

It '

i

10 lb. Sack

tt you do bake your own bread, yoti still want Pike's
It eaves TIMJ3 and
Peak for all your o fiber retypes.
MONEY. While the cost is a little more than plain
use. The
fiour, pike's Peak is already prepared for instant

ingredients are already in the flour mixed
mill.
We buy these Ingredients by the carload
by the
they-aryou buy by the pound or less, not realizing that
the
When
hundred
pounds.
per
costing $23 to
net tmt of the plain flour and the ingredients are considered we save yo;u $1.75 on every hundred pounds.
Pike's Peak U far the cheapest when it leaves the ovn
for your table.

.

FLOUR

L. O. O. MOOSE

Wanted

i

1:36 a.
6:41 a. m,
4:30 9.
7:0 f. m

For YOU!

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall. Sixth trAt. n ,

For Rant

'

Depart
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j.g.

1:10
8:35
4:20
1:35

1
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White Leghorn and In- dian Runner Duck, hatching
.
1
Itlm
uiirh r nnnr
v,.. ia thiiv titna . a n
T.v nan
r, . cuiss meets
...bu.
second and
to iset them. Phone Main 315.
North Eighth etreet. Koogler Bros, month Elks" home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
iuu nun' kuuiv Daoy cmcKs, iz.uu. are coraiaiiy invited. Wm. H. Snrinff-woney must accompany oraer. wuner, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon
irear. you ngnt.
jars. Maggie ta. secretary.
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

7:45 p.
11:51 9.
2:3

1.

Monday eveni
.t
their hall on Sixth street All
No.
visiting
uremren cordially lasted, to
attend, No.

two-ye- ar

C I

7:20 p. m
4. ...11:54 p. m.
2:25 a. m.....
8.
1:35 p. m
West Bound
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HIE OPTIC WISHES 10

GIVE

01

OF THESE SPLEFiDIB EIOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES TO EVERY FAMILY IN LAS VEGAS.

Arrangements have been made with the Las Vegas Light & Power Co., for the purchase of
these Irons and an ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE goes with every one of them.1

i
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THINK of the hours you spent last summer, in a hot stuffy kitchen doing the family ironing.
THINK of the Cool Comfort in which you may spend like hours during the coming
months of warm weather by simply taking advantage of this

WOMDERFUL OFPORTUMITY

No tramping back and forth, many, many miles a year carrying loads of iron
No running out to the woodshed in all sorts of weather to lug in coal and
:.
wood to keep a roaring fire in the kitchen stove.
:-

mm u

own dm

--

:

--

-:- -

m

And in THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use with a steady regular heat.

i

HOW YOU

Pi

I

ii

Pay your subscription IN ADVANCE for one year at only

THE SAME PRICE YOU ARE PAYING BY THE WEEK OR MONTH, AND THE IRON IS YOURS.
This applies only to "Paid in Advance" subscriptions and all back
subscriptions must bo paid up in full.

3

Is

ALL

at the OPTIC OFFICE at once, pay; your subscription "and get your iron, or :;irJ:
i
your check and the iron will be delivered to your home.
1

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

EIGHT

(in Exira

PHOTOPLAY TONIGHT

uarliet

il

1, 1914.

FRIDAY, MAY

1

A R. ACE WITH THE LIMITED"
KeJem

anas and oranges.
A new product has made Its appearance on the market that will interest
the housewife. This is a
flour that can be used for all kinds of
pastry. From all Indications this pro
duct should be a great time and money
saver for the housewife, who delights
her family with biscuits that melt In
the mouth and cakes and cookies that
have established reputations.

-

Fresh Fruits

Fresh Vegetables
ITENDKR STRING BEA.N3
TENDER ASPARAGUS
YOUNG SPINACH
j
FRESH TOMATOES
'
HEAD UETTUCB
;"V
LARGE. CUCUMBERS
"
j,
LONG HEAD LETTUCE
-j'
,.,
PIE PLANT
;';
YOUNG BEATS
';'
,'

,

young turnips

FLORIDA CELERY

CALIFORNIA GRAPEFRUIT
FANCY. W1NESAP APPLES
BANANAS
NAVEL ORANGES

LOCAL NEWS

In one' pound boxes

;t

All clou

automobile lamps
o'clock. tJiis evening.
Light

It's

r

.

.

7:14

ISofurdoy's

3

The Royal Neighbors of America
will meet at the O. Hi, C. hall tonight
, ,
at .- 7:30 o'clock,
,
'
':
L.
The Williams Eleoyic, a
Irou' built for lasting service la being
presented to the Optic subscribers.
See page 7. " .' i.
..-

hfgh-grad-

"

e

J.
has entered .the employ
of the Gump barber shop for several
weeks taking the jplace of. Manuel
'
Martinez, who' is on'a vaaotipn.
D. Storey

j

TICKETS AVAILABLE

Her

Old Taylor wiiskey ana Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

SELE RISING BISCUIT FLOUR
It'is New..... It Is Fine

"

at

FOB THE PUBLIC

the best

season
prices.

ables

of

the

at the best

Fresh vegetand fruits in

abundance.

SNOWDRIFT

...

,.

It is the highest grade of
can be produced

short-eningfth-

at

ASH YOUR GROCE
LIGHT LOVELY LOAVES.
from our
Pure Quill flour are the pride
of the careful housekeeper.
She likes to see her family
and visitors enjoy them.
She enjoys them herself.
A sack of Pure Quill flour
makes poor baking almost
impossible. Order one today
and your bread, cakes, etc.,
will be as good as anybody's
better-thamost people'B.
of bread made

FLOdA
7

A)
ft;

Hi

rrnSSf'

ff tSi

n

you jet your sample of

i

.

g;

yet?

Finch's Golden. Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
H. Nolze, the man who fell under
At the Lobby, of course. Adv..
Santa Fe train No, 8 early yesterday? ji'ou.
both
result
and
as
lost
legs,'
a
morning
This morning at 9 o'clock Lorenzo
is reported as recovering at the Santa
Riviera, an old resident of this city,
Fe hospital.
died at his home on Columbia avenue
after an .illness of about two years.
who
The funeral of Fred Brefeld,
He is survived by his wife and four
died this week in Galesburg, 111., will
children. The funeral will occur to10
be held tomorrow morning at
morrow.
o'clock from the Church of the Immaculate Conception,
Ludwig W. Ilfeld said this morning
that two sheep men who had teleEligio Herrera was arrested last
phoned for supplies had informed him
night by Chief of Police Ben Coles and that conditions in the
country are adthis morning paid the costs in Judge
mirable for the lambing season. The
reD. R. Murray's court and was
rain of yesterday and last night has
leased. He was accused of being
assured a plenty of grass. With plenty
drunk.
of feed, the lamb crop saved should
amount to over 90 per cent.
Boots and shoes made to order,
cripples fitted perfectly. Repairing.
E. Vy". Hart, the. architect, has been
at 521
have
my Ehop
engaged to draw the front elevation
Sixth street and Invite all my old for the Maloof
building on Bridge
customers as well as new to call. Joe street near
the county bridge. Mr.
Martin. Adv.
Hart, it is understood, intends to make
the
artistic in appearWanted Clear Las Vegas property ance.building quite
Brothers are considSimpkins
to extent of $9,000 for equity in beautiering taking a lease on the building
ful apartment house in Ixw Angeles. for
their moving
theater and
Good income.
Balance $6,000, three their West side picturestore.
candy
years at seven per cent. Send full
particulars to Apartment A, 3531 Sun- Because she feared that her
eet Blvd. Los Angeles, California.
might do bodily harm to his famAdv.
ily, Mrs. Manuelita Salazar de Lucero,
mother of Antonio Lucero, secretary
Tonight will he confetti night at the of state, this morning
brought action
carnival, and much preparation is beJacobo Valerio in Judge D. Rv
against
ing made for big colored paper, fights Murray's court, asking that he be put
at tills place, of amusement A num- under a' peace bond. Valerio, accord"
ber of the local stores are preparing
ing to the report, had created a small
this munition for sale this evening, disturbance but had not done his famand a big time is expected, provided ily
any bodily harm. His mother-in- the weather permits.
;
lar. hnvATar riM tirtt wish in fultA
with him atu$. !$W8ted1
TVe 'Williams' Electric, Iron will opine am ot tne court., however, petore
erate steadily and continuously on the :trlal had 1 advanced, the family
very wet work. Why not try one? patched up matters, and after paying
Read page 7 and see how to got it;
the costs of the aeii'Ieft the. court,
well Satisfied with the set
apparently
May w'aR usherea into Las Vegas tletnent.
this year 'wM siiowers. The show- W
ers, however, can hardly be, called i1
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
May showers, for much snow and sleet
i40i season of this famous, moun-,tiij- i
accompanied thein. The fall started
resoriv ' Carriage out every
about midnight ajid, lasted until about
j; morning,
returning following
S:30 o'clock this morning.
Disagreeincluding passage
Friday;
charge,
able as the storm may seem, the farm both,
ways $10. Special rates for longis
ers say it a harbinger of a big crop, er time. Address East Las Vegas,
Bos B. Leave orders at Murphey's
According to O. L. Hargrove, volun or Plaza hotel. Adv. '
teer .weather observer at the New Mex-lo- "
rniiU University, the: total rain
fall for last nisht was ,1.02 Inches. BLACKBERRIES
ARE
i ae rainiau
yesterday was .7a inch,
making a total, since rain bfan fallNEW ON THE
ing, of 1.71 inches, which is a pretty
heavy precipitation. The maximum
temperature yesterday was Go degrees
FLOUR IS THE LAT.
and the minimum last night was S3
EST INNOVATION FOR HOUSEdegrees.
son-in-la-

Las Vegas Roller Mills

15he

Jefferson Reynolds, President
& B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
1
H. Erkf rjoke. Assistant Casbiet.
Haiiet RaynoMsTCashier.
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OP LAS VEGAS. N. M.
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Sat-,iiri-

Capital, $100,000;;Sarplas and il'ndivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Ba.nking we
a.re prepared to,' give the best

Interest Pzld oa

Tlmis

of service

Deposits

r

SELF-RISIN-

'

L
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LL3.ll Ul

EVAPORATED

LitMUiM' LulillliO

mum

JUST DECEIVED
I

n

vn

it

1

ilil 1 ifiiiil! Ij G.STORE

We

also carry

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES-SOfUEIN THE CITY

the Law)."
The personnel of this company is as
j.T..mi ;
fjJlowf..-- .
,Ci W, Cornell, manager; Leroy Jep-sodirector;' Warn Watters, first tenor; Ralph Mabie, first tenor; Graham
Hunter, second tenor; H. B. Beavier,
second tenor; Perry Wood, second tenor; Al Carlson, second tenor; Ralph
Handley; first tenor; Edwin H. Heiz-mabaritone; Garret V. Winne, baritone; John Bogue, baritone; Blake G.
Smith, baritone; Rog M. Barrett, gas-so- ;
Wayne Fisher, basso; George Larson, basso; Maurice Gibson, basso;
basso; George
Gage Christopher,
Dromgold, baritone; Morris Berger,
baritone; Harry Hirsch, violin; Dan
Rush, pianist.

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
'

FORMERLY

THE

WIVES' CONVENIENCE

Peter Roth ia rejoicing over the recovery of a horse that was taken
away frotn him by litigation two years
ago. A decision of the supreme court,
nwidwed recently, returned the horse
to Mn. Roth. The animal had been in
the possession of Tranquilino Tara
since 1912. Yara was acquitted of
havinp; stolen the animal. Later Roth
sued to obtain the horse, but lost
his1 case In the district court Roth
appealed the assei to the supreme
court. His attorney was George H.
Hunker,

.,

'

:
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For the
see us.
best on the market
''''
'
"'today
'"
"
ii
MiIleJ5Non. Skin or plain thread. Michelin tubes
'.'

isand

"

f:W-i'''-

V

'

"'

tires and Fiske tires and everything

ed for the auto.
"ALL

need-

'

"

WORK

DONE AT

Oil

SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTKESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
D0N0T
To

WAIT TO SAVE MONEY

have that Happy Home.

REGUL-

AR WORK WILL BE GIVEN A
CHANCE TO MAKE IT UP

Announcement has been made tiy
'
Superintendent Rufus Mead of the
city schools!, that a summer session
will be maintained this year for the
benefit of,.. the pupils in the grades
who fail in the regular year's work.
The school is to be conducted by Superintendent Mead, assisted by Miss
Marguerite Cavanaugh and Miss Gertrude Kohn.
The board of eduaction, at a recent
meeting, authorized the organization
of the school, but unless the attendance insufficient, the proposition will
hot be (carried out. The plan Is to al
low, pupils of the grades to make up
work wheer they have fallen behind
and for those students who have not
failed, but wish to make up half a
grade.
1
e charged
iA()'ui'tio,1 tee ot 5
for .the session, which will continue
eight ; weeks. The houra of school
probably, will be from 8 o'clock until
12. o'clock and thei'fichool 'wilt
open
it.be first week of iltaeWifP
;! All students of
Jtie"jl schools who
wish to take advantage of the summer
school should
see Superintendent
Mead or the teachers at once. All pu
pils will he given examinations before
they enter.
"--

Let os belp you
to it Now.
Our easy payment
plan will get the very
things you want, with''
out your missing the
money.
----

--

J.

C, J0IINSEN & SON
"COMPLETE. HOME FURNISHERS'

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON

BAIN

.''

WHITE HOUSE WEDDING MAY 7
Washington, May 1. Miss Eleanor
Randolph Wilson, youngest daughter
of President and Mrs. Wilson,; and
William G. McAdoo, secretary of the
treasury, will be married on May 7,
In the blue room of the White House,
it was officially announced laat night.
A the guest list has been limited to
members of the two families, the cabinet and the vice president, the White
House family decided not to use the
large east room, the scene of the wedding last November of Mr, and Mrs.
Frances Bower Sayre.
President Cleveland was married In
the blue room, the central parlor of
three which connect with the east
room anil state dining rooms.
The room, notable as the scene of
many historic events, is covered in
heavy, corded blue si!k and ia handsomely furnished in white, blue and

The market will be exceptionally
well loaded with good things tomorrow, according to the merchants. This
is the season when the best of fruits
make their first appearance while all
manner of vegetables likewise are
seen.
In vegetables the following may be gold.

"'

;.

LAS ' VEGAS FOED SALES COMPANY

THE CITY SCHOOLS
IN

.

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

SU1IIIER SESSION OF

PUPILS WHO FAIL

S

ALL; REPAIR WORE
GUARANTEED"'.

jJ.

IZ----.-

.i,.,i,,il.1Ji,i..-.iJ.iii,ii,.

..

.-

iuiju.ju..,.

'

M1ET

li.A

Thetickets .'for the Santji Fe concert to be given tomorrow .rfight at the
Duitcau opera house by the College of
Los Angeles, CaliforLaw; Glee club
nia, have been going fast during the
past two days, and aa is the caaa at
all concerts that are given by glee
clubs, the attendance probably will be
unusually large. Tickets will be available for the public at the Y. M. C. A.

;

Tiie'fc. Romero Hose and Fire com!
pany will hold their regular monthly
meeting this evening at the Are station. All members are requested to
be present.

WHAT IS IT?

ME

...

LIVERY aid REPAIRING

TOMORROW THOSE OTHER THAN
RAILROAD FOLKS MAY GET'
GLEE CLUB SEATS

This glee club:icomes to Las Vegas
with excellent re?bmmeiidations. In
addition to their .glee4 club singing the:
boys will give a minstrel show and a
burlesque entitled',v"In the Grip of

Pay

Did

ML

tomorrow,

'

The funef & ' of IfrW S. f. Hemler
wilf occur tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock from the Christian tabernacle.
Rev.' J. L. Imhof' will officiate at the
services.

At

A.

'WjvV-K--

problem will be easy
if you visit York's grocery tomorrow.
AH

IT

A

self-risin- g

Vitagraph

'

CABBAGiJ ; ,,. ...
BERMUDA ONIONS

31

"INNOCENT BUT AWKWAR.D"

BEECH NUT SLICED BACON

'

YOUNG CARROTS
" "
YOUNG ONIONS
RADISHES
LONG RED
MOSS CURLED PARSLEY

SOUP BUNCHES

FANCY BLACKBERRIES
FANCY STRAWBERRIES
Lars FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT

j

:

;:

PATHE WEEKLY No.

young onions, long red radishes, parsley, soup bunches, cabbage and celery.
In fruits the following may be purchased; fresh blackberries, strawberries, fancy grapefruit, both the Florida
and California kind, fancy apples, ban-

r

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
TAX NOTICE

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

On the first day ot May, the second
cook.
WANTHDCompetent
Apply
halt of the 1913 taxes will become
3Ura S. B. Davis, Jr., 506 Columbia
obtained tomorrow: string beans, asJune
before
due.
All
taxes
not
pa!d
William J. Harris, director of the
paragus, young spinach, fresh toma1 will be subject to a penalty.
toes, head lettuce, large cucumbers, United States census is mentioned
EUGENIO ROMERO,
WANTED Reliable girl for general:
long leaf lettuce, pie plant, young as a possible candidate for the gov725 Sixth street.
bjOTisewcrk.
befits, young turnips, young carrots, ernorship of Georgia.
County Treasurer.

